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I.Introduction

EU licensing law is part ofthe competition law and must be understood as the equivalent of
US antitrust law. It is important for the marketing of products in particular with respect to
the following situations:

- for the conclusion of distribution and/or licensing agreements between manufac
turers/patentees and distributorsllicensees for which the knowledge of the boundaries of
contractual freedom is necesslll)'. The competition rules, Arts. 81 and 82 as well as Arts.
28, 30 EC Treaty which are interpreted as guaranteeing the free flow of goods and services,
are part ofthe public order ofall Member States and cannot be circumvented by a choice of
law rule referring to a non-member country.

- for the eriforcement of patents, trademarks, know-how or copyrights within the EU.
Claims for an injunction are limited by the principle of EU-wide exhaustion which means
that one lawful sale in one Member Country, I.e. normally a sale with approval of the right
holder, precludes any interference with the further distribution of the same products by the
right holder in another Member State.

For both areas an overwhelming number ofcases decided by the European Court ofJustice
(ECJ) exist which define the impact ofappraval or authorization'.

The treatment of the different industrial property rights will first of all be dealt with under
the viewpoint of the case law of the European Court of Justice on the free movement of
goods, and then with respect to the lawfulness oflicensing agreements and the most impor
tant contract clauses used therein. In this context also the group exemption regulations and
their significance for the drafting ofagreements will be discussed.

n. Case law ofthe ECJ on the enforcement of industrial property rights
- Applicability ofArt Art 28, 30, 81 EC Treaty.

The general rules under Art. 28, 30 EC Treaty are that restrictions of the free movement of
goods and services are ouly justified for the protection of industrial and commercial prop
erty and do not constitute a means of arbitrary discrimination nor a disguised restriction on
trade between the Member States. Industrial property rights which fall under Art. 30 are pat
ents, utility models, plant variety rights, industrial designs, marks (trademarks and service
marks), trade-names, geographic indication ofsource and appellations oforigin'.

I From the pertinent litemture see Reimer, 12 IIC 493 (1981); Reisehl, 13 IIC 415
(1982); Ubertazzi, 1984 GRUR Int. 327; Walter, in: Cornish, Copyright in Free and
Competitive Markets; Korah, An Introductory Guide to EC Competition Law, 3rd ed,
1986;

2 cr. Beier, Industrial Property and the Free Movement ifGoods in the Internal Euro
peanMarket, 21 IIC 131, 145 (1990)
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The most important doctrine developed by the European Court of Justice concerning the
distinction between admissible and inadmissible imPOrt or export restrictions was the differ-
entiation between the existence and exercise of industrial propertY rights, where the exis-
tence of the right was guaranteed, but the exercise could be regulated. In several decisions
the Court has defined this doctrine. The typical example of what the ECJ does not regard as
belonging to "the specific subject matter" of a trademark or a patent was to stop parallel im-
ports ofgenuine goods which had been put into commerce within theEU by thetrademmk
or-patent-ownercor-with-his-consen~Thdater-case-law-concentrated-to-a-greater-extent-on-----~------j

the clearer concept of improper use of industrial propertY rights, which would be given in
case ofdiscrimination or an artificial partition within the Common Market4• The typical case
of an improper use of industrial propertY rights consists in the attempt to enforce vertical
price maintenance and distribution systems, while their proper use and main purpose con-
sists in preventing the distnbution of infringing goods'.

3 Cf. Beier, Industrial Property and the Free Movem£tIl.of(Joods inthelt1lernal Euro
pean Market, 21 nc 131, 148 et seq. (1990)

4 EC114 nc 515 (1983) - Keurl«Jop v. Nancy Kean Gifts recital 24

, See Beier 21 nc 131, 152(1990)

(
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1. Trademark and Competition Law

Since the first decisions on the free movement of goods under Arts. 28, 30 EC Treaty were
issued in the field oftrademark law, they shall be presented first.

a) Sirena

One of the basic decisions on the concept of free flow of goods waS the Sirena decision"
which concerned a case ofparallel trademark licenses in different countries ofthe EU. One
of the licensees objected against the importation into his territory of products originally
marketed by one ofthe other licensees.

. The ECJ argued that if the right to the trademark has been obtained by contractual agree
ment among the parties concerned, Art. 81 (1) EC Treaty is applicable, i.e. market sharing
under sub-par. (c) constitutes a violation of the competition rules, even if such agreements
have been entered into before the entry into force ofthe EC Treaty.

For the determination whether also a violation ofArt. 82 EC Treaty is given, the fact that a
trademark can be the basis fur an injunction against third parties is not sufficient; it must
further be examined whether the prerequisites for the application of Art. 82 EC Treaty,
namely a dominant position, a misuse of this position and the possibility to interfere with
the trade among Member States, are given'.

b) Centrafarm vs. American Home Products".

The trademark owner had marketed a pharmaceutical product in the Benelux countries un
der a trademark Serestra, and an identical product in the UK under the trademark Serenid.
The defendant, Centrafarm, had purchased the pharmaceutical in the UK at a cheaper price
and resold it in the Netherlands after having changed the name of the Serenid trademark to
the one more familiar to Dutch consumers, Serestra.

The defendant referred to Arts. 28, 30 EC Treaty and the principle ofthe free·flow ofgoods.
He relied on the fact that the products had been marketed .by the trademark owner or with
his consent, so that his rights were exhausted. The Court decided that the defendant could
not rely on the approval by the trademark owner, since the sale had occurred under a differ
ent trademark. The only reservation which the BeJ made in the decision was a warning that
if the different trademarks in the countries of the EU were only used for the purpose of par
titioning the markets, the rights granted under Art. 30 first sentence would be regarded as a
disguised restraint of trade in the sense of Art. 30 second sentence and thus would lead to a
dismissal ofan action for an injunction9

•

c) Hoffmann-LaRoche VB. Ceotrafarm10

6 1971 GRUR Int 278.

7 Cf. fur the different situatlon where the mark is owned by different entitles within and
outside the Community ECJ 711C 275 (1976) - EMIICBS

8 ECJ 10 llC 231 (1979)

9 In the same sense already ECJ 711C 275 (1976) - EMI/CBS

10 ECJ 911C 580 (1978)
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This case was the first in a row ofcases which concerned the repackaging of goods. but with
the same trademark, after a parallel importation from another country in the EU. Centrafarm
had purchased pharmaceuticals manufactured by Hoffinann-LaRoche (Valium) from the
Netherlands where those pharmaceuticals had·been repackaged after having been imported
from the United King.dom. Centrafarm affixed the trademark Valium on the products to
gether with the registration numbers of the German health authorities and imported the

--~products-into-Germanyc-While·the·original-packages-purchased-contained-IOO·.and-2S0-ta1J,.~~--~~~---l

lets respectively, the repackaged products were sold in packages ofl000 tablets.

The ECJ confirmed the injunction issued by the German Courts confirming that the exercise
of a trademark right is lawful under Art. 30 EC Treaty and is not contrary to Art. 82 on the
sole ground that it is the act ofan undertaking enjoying a dominant position on the market, if
the trademark right has not been used as an instrument for the abuse ofsuch a position. The
ECJ indicated however that a disguised restriction on trade between member states may be
given, if it is established that the use of the trademark right having regard to the marketing
system which the proprietor has adopted, will contribute to the artificial partitioning of the
markets between member states.

d) Recent Cases

More recent repackaging cases have been decided by the ECJ in three consolidated deci
sions Bristol-Myers SquibblBoehringerlBayer v. Paranova, EOOm Pharm v. Beiers
dorflBoehringer/Farmitalia and MPAPharma v. Rhone-Poulenc ll

.

The three cases all concerned imports ofpharmaceuticals into Denmark where the importer
had entirely repackaged the products and affixed the trademark ofthe manufucturer.

The Court repeated its view that the trademark owner's rights are inmnged when a product
is repackaged or a trademark re-affixed, except under specified and well-defined conditions.
The ECJ held that an importer may only do so, if it is necessary to permit importation and
distribution within the importing country. Repackaging will not be allowed if simple affixa
tion of new labels or the addition ofa new package insert will suffice. In any case the trade
mark owner may object, if the repackaging could impair the reputation ofa trademark. The
criteriaapplied seem to be somewhat vague. so that conflicting decisions ofnational Danish
courtswere the result.

e) Kaffee HAG
aa) HAG I

An important influence on the case law of the ECJ concerning the free flow ofgoods in the
field of trademark law has for a long time been the case Hag 1. It concerned a situation of
parallel trademarks in Germany and Belgium of a German trademark owner. The Belgian
marks ofthe German company Hag had been confiscated after World War IT and sold by the
Belgian government to a third party which afterwards assigned them to another company,
Van Zuylen. In spite ofthe existence ofthose former marks, the German company started in
1971 sales under their identical German mark in Belgium. The Belgian trademark owner,
Van Zuylen, initiated proceedings against Hag AG and the Luxembourg regional court re
ferred the case to the EeJ for preliminary ruling. The EeJ decided that it was incompatible

11 ECJ 28 lIe 715 (1997).

(
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with the free movement of goods to prohibit the marketing of a product legally bearing an
identical mark ifthat mark bad the same origin.12

The reasons of the ECJ were that the enforcement of the trademark would lead to an isola
tion ofnational markets, and although the indication oforigin ofa.product may be regarded
as useful, this could be ensured by means other than prohibition which would affect the free
mov.eIIlent()fg~o~ ~__ _ ~_ __ _ _

--~---~~.

bb) HAG II

Five years after that decision theBelgian company Van Zuylen WllS takenover by the Swiss
company Jacobs Suchard AG. A subsidiary ofJacobs Suchard,Sucal, started another five
years later to import coffee from Belgium into Germany, i.e. the reverse situation of the first
Hag case. This time Hag AG attacked Sucal.Hag prevailed before the German courts, but
the Federal Supreme Court referred the caseagain to the ECJ for preliminary ruling.

The ECJ overruled HAG I and stated that the doctrine ofcommon origin does not constitute
a legitimate rule of community law, since it would deprive a trademark of its function to
distinguish goods from those of a competitor. Where trademarks have been divided against
the will of its owner and in the absence oflegal or economic links each proprietor may op
pose the importation of goods with the identical marks within the territory ofhis own mark.
The situation would be different, ifthere is a "dependency through legal links", e.g. licens
ing arrangement by which one party could control the use of the mark of another. As a re
sult, the BeJ has given back to the trademarks in the different countries of the EU their
original function as an industrial property right which can exclude the use by others13

•

The same result was reached in a case of a voluntary assignments of marks in the Ideal
Standard case". The prohibition of imports by one ofthe parallel, now independent owners
was not regarded as a violation ofArts. 28, 30 Be Treaty.

t)r+r

A German company, a leading manufacturer for pharmacy furniture, had founded subsidi
aries in different European countries,.amongthem France. Over a period ofabout ten years
these companies had used the same company name with the respective abbreviations and a
Common trading symbol "r+r,,15. After the bankruptcy of the German parentcompany and
the other subsidiaries the only still active company was the French subsidiarywhich already
in the past during the co-existence of the German company had made deliveries into Ger
many. It continued such sales also after the German company had ceased its activities.

A competitor filed actions for unfair competition based on alleged confusion ofconsumers
under § 3 of the Act Against Unfair Competition. The plaintiffs argument was that German
consumers who in the majority only knew the German company, would be misled as to the

12 ECJ 5 IIC 338 (1977) - HAG

13 See for an extensive commentary on the case Joliet, Trademark Law and the Free
Movement of Goods: The Overrulingqfthe Judgement in HAG I, 22 HC 303 (1981). Cf.
also thereafter the Ideal Standard case for a voluntary assignment, where also an impor
tation under the same mark was prohibited.

14 ECJ 1994 GRUR Int. 614-Ideal Standard

IS 16 IIC 751 (1985) - r + rwithcommentby Pagenberg at 754.
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1. Trademark and Competition Law

Since the first decisions on the free movement of goods under Arts. 28, 30 Be Treaty were
issued in the field oftrademark law, they shall be presented first.

a) Sirena

One of the basic decisions on the concept of free flow of goods waS the Sirena decision6

which concerned a case ofparallel trademark licenses in different countries of the EU. One
of the licensees objected against the importation into his territory of products originally
marketed by one ofthe other licensees.

The BeJargued that if the right to the trademark has been obtained by contractual agree
ment among the parties concerned, Art. 81 (l):EGTreaty is applicable, Le. market sharing
under sub-par. (c) constitutes a violation of the competition rules, even if such agreements
have been entered into before the ent!)' into force ofthe Be Treaty.

For the determination whether also a violation ofArt. 82 EC Treaty is given, the fact that a
trademark can be the basis for an injunction against third parties is not sufficient; it must
further be examined whether the prerequisites for the application of Art. 82 EC Treaty,
namely a dominant position, a misuse of this position and the possibility to interfere with
the trade among Member States, are given?

b) Centrafarm vs. American Home Products".

The trademark owner had marketed a pharmaceutical product in the Benelux countries un
der a trademark Serestra, and·an identical product in the UK under the trademark Serenid
The defendant, Centrafann, had purchased the pharmaceutical in the UK.ata cheaper price
and resold it in the Netherlands after having changed the name of the Serenid trademark to
the one more farrliliar to Dutch consumers, Serestra.

The defendant referred to Arts. 28, 30 EC Treaty and the principle ofthe .free flow of goods.
He relied on the fact that the products had. been marketed by the trademark owneror with
his consent, so that his rights were exhausted The Court decided that the defendant could
not rely on the approval by the trademark owner, since the sale .had occurred under a differ
ent trademark. The only reservation which the BeJrnade in the decision was a warning that
ifthe different trademarks in the countries of the EU were only used for the purpose ofpar
titioning the markets, the rights granted under Art. 30 first sentence would be regarded as a
disguised restraint of trade in the sense ofArt. 30 second sentence and thus would lead to a
dismissal ofanaction for an injunction9

•

c) Hoffmann-LaRoche vs. CentrafarmlO

61971 GRUR Inl. 278.

? Cf. for the different situation where the mark is owned by different .entities.within and
outside 1he Community ECJ 7 nc 275 (1976) - EMIICBS

8 ECJ 10 nc 231 (1979)

9In the same sense already ECJ 7 nc 275 (1976)- EMIICBS

10 ECJ 9nc 580 (1978)
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This case was the first in a row ofcases which concerned the repackaging of goods. but with
the same trademark, after a parallel importation from another country in the EU. Centrafarm
had purchased pharmaceuticals IlIlItlufactured by Hoffinann-LaRoche (Valium) from the
Netherlands where those pharmaceuticals.had been repackaged after having been imported
from the United Kingdom. Centrafann affixed the trademark Valium on the products to-

~~~~~bgeth~r\vith_the registration numbers of the German health authorities and imported the
products into-Germany. WliiletheongmafpaCIrnges-purcnasec!contamea-ro03illr2S0-fiilj
lets respectively, the repackaged products were sold in packages oflOOO tablets.

The ECJ confirmed the injunction issued by the German Courts confirming that the exercise
of a trademark right is lawful under Art. 30 EC Treaty and is not contrary to Art. 82 on the
sole ground that it is the act ofan undertaking enjoying a dominant position on the market, if
the trademark right has not been used as an instrument for the abuse of such a,position. The
ECJ·indicated however that a disguised restriction on trade between member,states may be
given, if it is established that the use of the trademark right having regard to the marketing
system which the proprietor has adopted, will contribute to the artificial partitioning of the
markets between member states.

d) Recent Cases

.;, More recent repackaging cases have been decided by the EeJ in three consolidated deci
sionS Bristol-Myers Squibb/Boehringer/Bayer v. Paranova, Eurim Pharm v. Beiers
dorf/Boehringer/Farmitalia and MPAPharma v. Rhone-Poulencll.

The three cases all concerned imports ofpharmaceuticals into Denmark where the importer
had entirely repackaged the products and affixed the trademark ofthe manufacturer.·

The Court repeated its view that the trademark owner's rights are infringed when a product
is repackaged or a trademark re-affixed, except under specified and well-defmed conditions.
The ECJ held that an importer may only do so, if it is necessary to pennit importation and
distribution within the importing country. Repackaging will not be allowed ifsimple affixa
tion ofnew labels or the addition ofa new package insert will suffice. In any case the trade
mark·owner may object, if the repackaging could impair the reputation of a trademark. The
criteria applied seem to be somewhat vague so that conflicting decisions ofnational Danish

. courts were the result.

e) Kaffee HAG
all)HAGI

An important influence on the case law of the ECJ concerning the free flow of goods in the
field of trademark lawhas for a long time been the case Hag 1. It concerned a situation of
parallel trademarks in Germany and Belgium of a German trademark owner. The Belgian
marks ofthe German company Hag had been confiscated after World War II and sold by the
Belgian government to a third party which afterwards assigned them to another company,
Van Zuylen. In spite ofthe existence ofthose former marks, the German company started in
1971 sales under their identical German mark in Belgium. The Belgian trademark owner,
Van Zuylen, initiated proceedings against Hag AG and the Luxembourg regional court re
ferred the case to the EeJ for preliminary ruling. The ECJ decided that it was incompatible

11 ECJ 28 IIe 715 (1997).
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with the free movement of goods to prohibit the marketing of a product legally bearing an
identical mark ifthat mark had the same origin. 12

The reasons of the ECJ were that the enforcement of the trademark would lead to an isola
tion ofnational markets, and although the indication oforigin of a product may be regarded
as useful, this could be ensured by means other than prohibition which would affect the free
movement ofgoods.

bb)HAGll

Five years after that decision the Belgian company Van Zuylen was taken over by the Swiss
company Jacobs Suchard AG. A subsidiary of Jacobs Suchard, Sucal,started another five
years later to import coffee from Belgium into Germany, i.e. the reverse situation ofthe first
Hag case. This time Hag AG attacked Sucal. Hag prevailed before the German courts, but
the Federal Supreme Court referred the case again to the EeJ for preliminary ruling.

The ECJ overruled HAG I and stated that the doctrine ofcommon origin does not constitote
a legitimate rule of community law, since it would deprive a trademark of its function to
distinguish goods from those of a competitor. Where trademarks have been divided against
the will of its owner and in the absence of legal or economic links each proprietor may op
pose the importation ofgoods with the identical marks within the territory ofhis own mark.
The situation would be different, if there is a "dependency through legal links", e.g. licens
ing arrangement by which one party could control the use of the mark of another. As a re
sult, the EeJ has given back to the trademarks in the. different. countries of the EU their
original function as an industrial property right which can exclude the use by others13

•

The same result was reached in a case of a voluntary assignments of marks in the Ideal
Standard case14. The prohibition of imports by one of the parallel, now independent owners
was not regarded as a violation ofArts. 28, 30 EC Treaty.

t)r+r

AGerman company, a leading manufacturer for pharmacy furniture, had founded subsidi
aries in different European countries, among them France. Over a period ofabout ten years
these companies had used the same company name with the respective abbreviations and a
common trading symbol "r+r,,15. After the bankruptcy of the German parent company and
the other subsidiaries the only still active company was the French subsidiary which already
in the past during the co-existence of the German company had made deliveries into Ger
many. It continued such sales also after the German company had ceased its activities.

A competitor filed actions for unfair competition based on alleged confusion ofconsumers
under § 3 of the Act Against Unfair Competition. The plaintiff's argument was that German
consumers who in the majority only knew the German company, would be misled as to the

12 ECJ 5 IIC 338 (1977) - HAG

13 See for an extensive commentary on the case Joliet, Trademark Law and the Free
Movement of Goods: The Overruling ofthe Judgement in HAG I, 22 IIC 303 (1981). Cf.
also !hereafter the Ideal Standard case for a voluntary assignment, where also an impor
tation under the same mark was prohibited.

14 ECJ 1994 GRUR Int. 614-Ideal Standard

IS 16 IIC 751 (1985) - r + rwith comment by Pagenberg at 754.
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source of the products. The Munich District Court filed a request for a preliminmy ruling to
the EeJ, and the ECJ had to decide whether the principle of free movement of goods took
precedence over the national rules ofunfair competition.

The defendant argued that the French company had lawfully used the company symbol in .
France during the co-existence of the two companies and the fact that the trademarks were

.~~+of c0ffil!l0n~rigin 'il'ould ll1llk~t!l~incorrect belief ofc:;eIm1lll conlmmers_lISto_th~ origin of
the products irrelevant. The defendant also relied on the fact that it would constitute a dis
crimination if imports and sales from France could be forbidden on the only ground ofa dif
ferent origin of the products. Citing a long line of case law it was pointed out that the EeJ
had repeatedly confirmed the princjple that obstacles to free movement within the Commu
nity can only be accepted if they are necessmy in order to satisfy mandatory requirements
relating to the protection ofpublic health, the faimessof commercial transactions and to the
defense ofconsumers16

•

The EeJ primarily examined whether in the case of a purely national situation an injunction
would have been granted, e.g. if after the bankruptcy of a German group of companies two
independent compariies survive and consumers are allegedly misled because the company in

.. Northern Germany is selling in Southern Germany. Since no such case could be cited by the
plaintiff, the ECJ declared that itwas a discrimination if a misrepresentation were to be af
firmed for a situation within different member countries ofthe EU.

g)Pall

This reasoning determined already the otherwise not comprehensible result in the Pall
case17

• The defendant in that case, an Italian company had used in Germany behind its
trademark the notice ® which has always been held by German courts to constitute a decep
tion oithe consumer, ifno trademark protection exists in Germany. One of the reasons be
hind this case law was that German trademarks are only registered after a thorough exami
nation with severe requirements as to distinctiveness which is not the case in a number of
other countries. The ECJ came to the conclusion that it is sufficient that trademark protec
tion exists anywhere within the EU, otherwise separate packaging would be necessmy for
export purposes which then would constitute a restraint oftrade between Member States.

h) Cassis de Dijon

Adecision which exemplifies another line ofarguments ofthe ECJ with respect to·the prin
ciple of "free flow of goods" and the interpretation of Arts. 28, 30 EC Treaty does not be
long to trademark law. It has been cited in many later decisions as a guiding principle: "Cas
sis de Dijon"lS and also influenced decisions dealing with trademarks and unfair competition

16 This decision must be criticized for several reasons: 1he Court frrst of all overlooked
that the defendant had anyway used a separate package for 1he product, a blood flite!,
with German explanations, so that be could have also removed the "or add a small refer
ence behind 1he " to "Italy". It is also questiomble Whether the Court has taken other
consequences into account: would also 1he patent registration in a couolry without sub
stantive examination be sufficient to use the claim "patented" without further specification
even if a more severe deception ot' 1he consumer, for whom a patented product has a
greate! quality indication than a trademark, would result?

17 20 IIC 799 (1989) - Pall

. 18 ECI 11 IIC 357 (1980) - Cassis de Dijon
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law. It concerned the importation of a liquor from France into Gennany with an alcohol
content between 15% and 20%. The Gennan government agency for the control ofalcoholic
beverages enjoined the importation, because the alcohol content was not in conformity with
German law. The importing company attacked this decision and the case went to the EeJ
which had to decide on the consumer protecting effict oftheGennan law, one of the excep
tions ofArt. 30.

The German govefijjj:rel1rhad~argued<harthe-lower-alcohol-percentages-which-are-allowed

in France may lead to alcoholic consumption without any noticeable effect at the beginning,
so that alcohol drinking can become a habit. Therefore theGennan law which requires
higher alcohol percentages protects the health of the consumers. The Court did not accept
these arguments in view of the fact that the consumer is confronted with a great variety of
alcoholic beverages and that he also drinks some higher percentage beverages diluted with
water or other soft drinks. Therefore the import prohibition constitutes a violation ofArt. 28
ECTreaty.

.The rule laid down by the Court in this decision was that ifa productis lawfully marketed in
a Member State, it can freely circulate in all other countries ifthere are no urgent and high
ranking considerations for the protection ofconsumers whichjustii)' restrictions. Arelation
ship with the exhaustion principle exists insofar as the criterion in "Cassis de Dijon" is
equally the lawfulness of the first marketing in one of the Member Countries. which deter
mines the free flow ofgoods throughout the Community!9.

i)Keck

Ina later decision2o the ECJ has limited the "Cassis de Dijon" doctrine by refusing to apply
Art. 28 EC Treaty to national rules concerning. sales methods ("selling arrangements") if
they apply to all competitors on the market. A restriction of the free flow of goods is only
given (and its admissibility must be justified by public interest), if the restrictions concern
the presentation of the goods as such, I.e. their weight, get-up, packaging or labeling, but it
is not of concern under European law whether products are offered at rebates or with a spe
cific fonn ofadvertisement. This decision has reduced to some extent the increasing number
ofapplications for preliminary ruling on the basis ofnational unfair competition laws.

j) The Silhouette Case

A discussion on the scope of trademark rights and the question of exhaustion has started
after the decision by the ECJ in the Silhouette case2!. This was referred to the ECJ by the
Austrian Supreme Court for a preliminary ruling under Art 177 on the interpretation ofArt.
7 of the Harmonization Directive22

• Art. 7 provides for an exhaustion of rights for goods

19 Cf. also ECJ 21 IIC 692 (1990) - Import of Pharmaceuticals, for !be private importa
tion of drugs by an individoal.

20 ECJ of 24 November 1993 25 IIC 414 (1994)-Keck.

2! See for more extensive comments on the case Pagenberg, 30 He 19 (1999)

22 Art. 7: (1) The trademark shall not entitle the proprietor to prohibit its use in relation to goods which have
been put on the market in the community under that trademark by the proprietor or with his consent.
(2) Par. 1shall not apply where there exist legitimate reasons for the proprietor to oppose further
commercialization ofthe goods, especially where the condition ofthe goods is changed or impaired after they
have been put on the market.

(
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which have been marketed by the proprietor or with his consent in the European Commu
nity or in the European Economic Area.

Silhouette manufactures high price spectacles which are marketed world-wide and are

normally.sold by the producer to opticians. Hartlauer,the defendant ill this case! is a low

price cillun ofdistrlbutors, which is not being supplied by Silhouette because of its low price
-_._--~~~=::;:....;c=-,,:; .~~----:--~~-~---i

policy. Silhouette sold ca. 20.000 out-of-fashion spectacle frames to Bulgaria for export in

that country. The agreement with· the IJulgariancompany contained an export prohibition to

the European Union. Hartlauer then purchased those spectacles and re-imported them into

Austria. Silhouette attacked and asked for a preliminary injunction before :the Austrian courts

arguing that these spectacleshadnot been commercialized within the EU with the consent of

the trademark owner.

Silhouette lost in two instances and filed an appeal on the law to the Austrian Supreme
Court. The Supreme Court acknowledged that no consent of the trademark proprietor was in .
fact given. It examined the scope ofArt. 7 of the Harmonization Directive and indicated

.. that in view ofthe former principle of international exhaustion in Austrian law it stayed the
proceedings and referred the case to the ECJ \\'ith the following question

Is Article 7 (1) ofthe First Council Directive of21 December 1988 to ap
proximate the laws ofthe member states relating to trademarks to be inter
preted as meaningthat the trademarkenti(les itsproprietor to prohibit a third
partyfrom using the markfor goods which have .been put on (he market under
that mark ina state which is not contr(1cting state?

23

The ECJ agreed with the majority in the literature and the EU governments as well as the
Advocate Generaland argued that itis the purpose of the Directive to safeguard the func
tioning of the. internal market, and that different exhaustion rules. would give rise to barriers to
the free movement of goods. It therefore affirmed the principle of a European-wide exhaus
tion for trademarks in the EU24

•

23 The second question submitted to the ECJ by the Austrian Supreme Court reads as fullows:

2. May the proprietor ofthe trademark on the basis ofArt. 7 (I) ofthe Trademark Directive alone seek an
order that the third party cease using the trademark goods which have been put on the market under that
mark in a state which is not a contract state?

24 Cf. Also Federal German Supreme Court 30 IIC 210 (I999)-Mexitil for a repackaging case, and French
Supreme Court 30 IIC 325 (1999)-Ocean Pacific
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2.Patenls

a) Sterling DruglNegram II

One of the landmark cases in patent law was· the decision Sterling Druis which confirmed
the application of the exhaustion rule established in former trademark and patent decisions.
In this case the patent owner SterlingDrughad patenls in several IneInber countries, and the

_~~. _~~__ phannaceuticaLproducLW.hich_was~ufactured_underJhese_~a~nts~a:unar.ketedby the
patent owner and ils subsidiaries in those countries. Centrafimn had taken advantage ofthe
price difference and had imported theproduc1s from one member country into another. The
decision re-affirms the basic rules of exhaustion which are today common ground for all
considerations of marketing andlicerising within the EU, therefore it is interesting to cite
some excerpls from thisdecisio11

26
:

It is clear from Art. 36 (sic-now Art 30), inparticularits second sentence, as well as
from the context, that whilst the Treaty does not affect the existence ofrights recog
nized by the legislation ofa Member State in matters ofindustrial and commercial
property, yet the exercise of these rights may nevertheless, depending on the cir
cumstances, be affected by the prohibitions ofthe Treaty.

In as much as it provides an exception toone ofthe fundamental principles
ofthe Common Market, Art. 36 (=30)· in fact only admits derogations from
the free movement ofgoods where such derogations are justifiedfor· the pur
pose ofsaftguarding rights which constitute the specific subject matter of
this property.

A derogation from the principle ofthefree movement ofgoods is notjustified where the
product has been put on the market in a legal manner, by the patentee himselfor with
his consent, in the Member State from which ithas been imported, in particular in the
case ofaproprietor ofaparallelpatent.

The result ofthe grant ofa (sales) license in a Member State is that the patentee can
no longer prevent the sale of the protected product throughout the Common Mar
ket'il7.

The exhaustion theory as applied by the EeJ is founded in that the patent rightis a reward to
the patent owner for his inventive efforts and further gives· him the right to take action
against infringers28

• The ECJ's position is that the amount of the reward is not essential,
since it is up to the patent owner to decide where and how he exploits his patent. It iscriti
cized that thereby the ECJ reduces the monopoly ofthe patent owner to the simple opportu
nity of profitable use29

• A different situation is only given in the case of parallel imports

25 BeJ 6 IIC 102 (1975).

26 6 IIC p.l06

XI Cf. lhe same arguments in case of a protected design ECJ 14 IIC 515 (1983) 
KeurlwoplNancy Kelm Gijls: only if lhe right owner has no influence on marketing in an'
o1her Member State, no exhaustion is given

28. Recital 9 of 1he decision; see .lor an overview of 1he case law M.Burnside, 1993 les
Nouvelles 107.

29 Cf. Korah, p. 87

(



b) Tylosin

In the TYlosin case3l the patentee held a patent in the UK and in Germany. He had consented
to the marketing ofhis products, pharmaceuticals, in the UKwhich at that time w/iSnot yet a

.~~-----~- member oftlie Common.MarKe[-FfonnlieUK~pafC6fthe-Pfoductnvere-exported~.o-without
consent of the patentee - to Italy where then no patent protection was available, and part to
Holland where patent protection would have been available but the patentee had not applied
for. When products from those two countries were imported into Germany the patentee re
quested an injunction for patent infringement.

(
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from third countries which can be prosecuted by the patent owner based on his patent
rights.3•

The German Supreme Court (BGH) found that the patentee was entitled to an injunction
against the importation of the products, because the initial commercialization for which a
consent had been given, had occurred outside the EU and therefore· could. not result in an
exhaustion.

One could also assume from this decision that a consent cannot be presumed, if a patentee
does not seek patent protectionina.country although such protection would have been
available32

• From Arts. 32 and 81 ofthe Luxembourg Convention, which is nQtyet in force,
",,·.the conclusion is anyway drawn thatthe approval by the patentee has to bean express ap
eiproval, namely to market in the territorial limits ofthe license contract33

•

c) Merck

.'i~"On the basis of the exhaustion rule as eXElained before, another decision could not come as
-,.. asurprise, namely in the case' of Merck '. At the time when pharmaceuticals were not yet

•""'patentable in Italy the patent owner Merck, with patents in.a11 other countries of the Com
.munity, had manufactured the patented product also in Italy and sold it there at a considera
bly lower price than in the countries with patent protection The products Were purchased in
Italy-by a competitor and imported into the Netherlandswhere patentprotection existed.

The Court ruled that a proprietor of a patent who sells the preparation himself in a market of
another member state,even ifno patent protection exists there, is prevented from enforcing
his patent rights, if the same products are later marketed by parallel import in another mem
ber country where patent protection exists. It follows from this decisionthatthe decisive
criterion is not the existence ofpatent protection in the country offirst sale, butonly and ex
clusively the consent ofthe patent owner or his licensee to the marketing ofthe product in
question.

30 For the entire problem see Loewenbeim, Report FIDE, Dublin 1980.

31 BOO 8 IIC 64 (l'JI7) - Tylosin

32 Tbat this could also lead to a prohibition of importation within the ED form Italy
where no patent protection was available to Germany as headnote 3 suggests, was later
overruled by the Merck decision of the ECI.

33 Ullrich, Intellectual Property, p. 530; the review; Demaret, Patents, Territorial Re
strictions and EC Law, 2 IIC Studies 'J7 (VCH WeinheimlNew Yoll<: 1978; alsO Han
seatisches Oberlandesgericht, 20 IIC 213 (1989) - Bandaging Material.

34 ECJ 13 IIC 70 (1982)
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d)Pharmon

Acase where no exhaustion was aSsumed is the Pharmon decision35 in which the ECJ stated
that the grant·of acompulsory license and the subsequent marketing of the products by the
compulsory.licensee cannot be seen as a direct or indirect approval of the patentee, so that

:--c:--c~~-~---~~. the'patefitee-can'defend'himself-againsHmports'from-the'CGuntrycOFcompulsory-licenseinto
other European Union countries. It is irrelevant irt such a situation that the patentee received
royalties based on the compulsory license. Although only the direct import by licensee into
another European Union country is concerned in this case, the reasoning of the ECJ36 indi
cates that the ECJ generally does not recognize an exhaustion ofthe patent through market
ing by· the compulsory licensee. The same treatment has been advocated for a prior use
right'7,;.

e) Allen & Hanbury's

A differenrresult was obtained in a case of a license of right. Here thee ECJ ruled in favor
of free trade. According to the decision, the patentee was restrained from acting against im
ports from other Member States by manufacturers making use ofthe license of right, only
because the license was granted for one producer within his own country. The ECJ consid
ered it irrelevant that the product was manufactured in a country without a patent, since the
importer, followirtgthe declaration· of willingness to.grant a license by patentee, had at
tempted to obtain a license3s

•

t) Maize Seed

The lastpatent decision to be presented does not concern a case ofexhaustion but of license
contraCt admissibility and enforceability, in particular as to territorial exclusivity clauses.

According to the decision of the ECJ Maize See(!9 which influenced to a large extent the
contents of the former Group Exemption Regulation for Patent Licensing Agreements CGER
(patents», the predecessor of the GER (Technology), one has to distinguish in the future
between so-called "open exclusive licenses" and exclusive '1icenses .with absolute territorial
protection". In an open exclusive license the exclusivity of the1icense relates only to the
contraCtual relationship between the patentowner and the licensee, and the licensor only ac
cepts the obligation not to grant any further licenses for the same territory or, not to .compete
with the licensee in the territory. In contrast the license with absolute territorial protection is
an agreement by which the parties to the contract intend to exclude all competition of third
parties for the respective gOOds in the licensed territory, e.g. that ofparallel importers or li
censees in other territories.

35 17 IIC 357 (1986) - Pharmon

36 recita120, 25 and 26

" See Blok, 13 IIC 729, 743 (1982); Osterborg, 12 IIC 442 (1981).

38 See ECJ 19 IIC 528 (1988) - License alRight; ; see. also Brown, XXVI Les Nouvelles 1991,
·145.

39 17 IIC 362 (1986)
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Although the "Maize Seed" decision did not concern a patent license agreement, but protec
tion rights for seed species, it is the general understanding that the legal principles for patent
licensing are to be applied in the same manner40

• Attention is drawn to the fact that in accor
dance with the EC] the applicability of the Rome Treaty is not dependent upon proof that a
given contract has actua1ly affected the trade within the European Union but merely that the
agreement is capable ofWpreciably affecting the intracommunity trade41..

The first situation·(open exclusive lIcense) accormng Wille ECris compatiole witlrArt:-81
(I) EC Treaty, if by this agreement the distribution of new technology is enhanced. How
ever, the granting ofabsolute territorial protection including a prohibition ofparallel imports
results in an artificial maintenance ofseparate national markets which is incompatible with
the Rome Treaty42. Thus any means to prevent parallel imports are inadmissible. Initially the
questionvvhether licensees could be subjected to an export prohibition for the markets ofthe
other licensees was not unequivocally clear because the reasons ofthe EC] decision contain
contradiCtory statements4'.

The rules ofthe "Maize Seed" decision can be summarized as follows:

(a) The licensor may agree to the obligation not to exploit the licensed invention in the
licensed territory or part thereof"';

;~,. (b) The licensee can agree to tbe obligation not to use or produce the patented article
or process outside of the licensed territory'" 46.

(c) The licensee may also promise not to pursue sales activities in the territory ofother
licensees, and particularly not to engage in advertising specifically aimed at those ter
ritories or not to have a sales office, etc.47;

""Cd) The licensee may agree to an obligation limited to five years not to make any di
rect sales into the territory ofother licensees'";

40 Cf. Cawthra, p. 44

41 see ECJ, 9 IIC 473 (1978) - Miller InternatWnal.

42 See recital 53 et seq. of the decision.

43 Cases decided by the European Commission against exclusive licenses and export
probibition clauses are particularly Davidson Rubber 3 IIC 528 (1972) and RaymondNa
goya 1972 O.J. L 143,39.

.. Cf. Art. I (I) 2 GER (exclusive use clause).

45 Cf. Art. I (I) 3, 4 GER.

46 This can also apply to the SQ-called pure know-how licenses, see European Com
mission, 1986 OJ L, L 5O-Boussois/Intetpane. This however does not hold when as in
the Windswjing case, the licensee was forbidden to manufacture in a patent-free country.

•7 cr. Art. I (I) 5 GER.

.. cr. Art. I (I) 6 GER (Patents).
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(e)'According to the European Court such obligations of the licensee are prohibited,
under which also the customers of.thelicenseeare subject to an export prohibition
with respect to other countries of the European Union, because this amounts to a
violation ofArt. 81 0) EC Treaty49.

For the European Commission the contmctualprevention of paral1()limports (absolute ter
ritorial protection) constitutes a "serious infringement" of the Rome Treaty, which is gener

~~~-·-··-~---~all~subje&to·acfineso. lfcthe-export-prohibition-however~relates_to-countJ;ies_outside_of-the

European Union; Art. 81 (1) does not apply,although f()w d\lCisionsexist for this situationS!.

The consequence of the "Maize Seed" d\lCision for thetenitory o(the European Union is
that in spite ofthe gmnting oftenitoriallyexclusive licens()s, parallel imports.cannot be pre
vented- at least not without time limits - on the basis of the exclusive chamcter of the li
cense.Thus ifthe first sale occurs with the consent of the patent owner or his licensee, an
exhaustion of the patent throughout the European Union takes place. An exhaustion of the
patent, however, does not take place, if the initial placing into commerce occurs outside of
the European UnionS2.An exhaustion also does not occur if articles covered by the patent
are placed into commerce by an infiinger or by a licensee exceeding his right of exploita
tion33•

49 See recital 11 and 15, and Art. 3 (3) of1he.GER (fechnology)

so See European Commission in 1he case Sandoz .spA, where 1he term "export prolnbited" printed on
1he invoices to 1he customer was penalized wi1h a fine of SOO,OOO ECU:press .release of 1heEuro
pean Commission, 1987 IP 284.

SI Cf. European Commission, 6 IIC 480 (1975) - KabeImetol-Luchaire.

52 For such a case uodernational Jaw see German Supreme Court (BGH) 8 IIC 64 (1977) - Tylosin.

53 Regarding exhaustion in general see Ul1rich, Intellectual Property, p. 525 et seq. who notes that it
is not 1he amount which patentee receives when first entering 1he market which is imporlant, but·
only 1he fact that he has given his approval for 1his. In his opinion, it should be additionally ex
amined whe1her 1he refusal to give approval, i.e. a restriction agreed to in 1he IiceIISC contral:t,
was legally binding under Arts. 28, 30 and 85.

(
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4. The Exhaustion Doctrine

From the above case law one can derive a definition of exhaustion which is applicable for
all industrial property rights, namely that a product has been put into circulation in another
member state in intra community trade by the owner himself or by a third party with his
consent". It has no influence whetlierllie owner lias receivarlly the Iffiij"ketmg-ofth"prod
uct his "due reward to his creative activity", as had been put forward in the past by some
authors and also the ECJ in some decisions. If one speaks of consent or the putting ofprod
ucts onto the maIkef5

, the exhaustion occurs only with the sale ofthe individual product by
the licensee or the patentee56

• The grant of a license as such does not influence the status of
products ouly manufactured. Even if products are manufactured by the licensee, but the lat
ter has not complied with the contractually agreed approval procedure, an exhaustion cannot
occur and the products can be attacked by the licensor by way ofan infringement procedure.

The ECJ has confirmed the relevance of consent as the ouly decisive criterion also in a case
of a compulsOl)' license for a patent by arguing that the marketing under such a license oc
curs without the consent of the patent holder57

• As some authors have explained, the patent
holder cannot be deprived ofhis right to decide freely upon the conditions under which he
wants to market his product, therefore the criterion cannot be whether the maIketing in the
first country was legal as such5s

• It cannot be decisive either under which conditions, fair or
unfair, a compulsory license has been granted, since at any rate the patentee had not granted
his consent.

Summarizing the case law ofthe ECJ it can be stated that

- parallel imports within the EU can no longer be prevented based on national indus
trial property rights if the first sale occurred within one of the Member Countries of
the EU with the approval of the right owner;

- the competition rules of the EC Treaty regulate only the exercise of industrial prop
erty rights, not their existence59

;

54 Beier 21 nc 131, 151 (1990). The exbaustion principle was not included into the
TRIPS Agreement, cf. Art 6 TRIPS.

55 Cf. Jeremy Brown, Exhaustion ofRights in the Community, 1991 les Nouvelles 145,
146

,. Cf. BGH 29 nc '1JY1 (l998)-Brochure Rack, wbere it was examined wbether the li
cense covered embodiments with certaln features which were not all delivered by the pat
entee.

57 ECJ 17 IIC 357 (1986) - Pharmon v. Hoechst

5& Demaret, 18 IIC 161 (1987)

59 ECJ 20 IIC 64 (1989) Volvo - recital7, similarly ECJ 20 IIC 186 (1989) - ReTIl!ult
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_ a product which has been lawfully marketed under the laws of one Member Coun
try can freely circulate within the entire Community if no mandatory rules for safety,
public health or the protection ofconsumers are at stake

60
•

'" ECJ 19 IIC 232 (1988) - Purity Requirement for Beer; 21 IIC 695 (1990) - Import of
Meat Products; 21 IIC 344 (1990) c Deep:!rQ<.enYoghurt

(
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m.Art.81 EC Treaty and the exemption rules for license agreements
-Exemption by categories ofagreements -

While Arts. 30 and 36 concern the free flow of goods within the Community and prohibit
restraints of trade between Member States,· except where such restraints are justified on the
basis of industrial property rights, Art SI·(1) concerns contractual agreements and concerted

~"____ ___~ .....JJ!:actices between companies which may influence trade between Member States. This pro-
-- ---- . visiOlltlierefoie~oncerns-the reliitionslilp-betWeenlieensor-anCllieensee,notbetween corif~--------

petitors. Art 81 (2) declares such restrictions of trade as null and void, whereas ArtSI (3)
allows an exemption for agreements ifthose are primarily beneficial for the consumer.

With respect to the first condition of Art 81 EC Treaty, namely that the con
tract concluded must be sufficiently important in order to influence competition
in the Common Market, the Announcement with respect to Agreements of Mi
nor Importance has to be taken into account61

• The Announcement defines mi
nor importance as a market share of less than 5% for the total market of the
products in question with a turnover of the contractual partners below 300 mil
lion ECU. These numbers are examined at the very moment when the competi
tive situation is examined by the Commission, not on the date of the conclusion
of the contract If a product becomes successful, the parties therefore have to
watch whether the competition rules become applicable at a later.date.

The second condition, namely that the trade between Member Countries must
be affected was in the past nearly always given according to the Commission
where sales had an international aspect Here the Commission will not examine
the effect of the individual clause upon competition, but the contractin its en
tirety.

Under the more reCent practice ofthe ECJ the above two-steptest has been mitigated by the
EeJ which thereby has somewhat raised the threshold for the applicability ofArt. 81 (I)EC
Treaty. There are now two conditions which must both be present before a specific contract
needs an exemption.

The first test is whether the cumulative effect of similar agreements of the licensor would
make it more difficult for competitors to enter the market; a further barrier is that the indi
vidual agreement under examination must by itselfcontribute significantly to the distortion
of competition. Ifthese tWo points can be denied, the agreement does not fall under Art S1.
Arid if it does not fall under ArtSI then there is no restraint of competition and no need for
an exemption. The latter point would take into account the marketpower of the contracting
parties and the duration ofthe agreement62

•

It nevertheless remains a double hurdle

- .the per se effect ofan individual clause which is regarded as anti-competitive by the prac
tice ofthe EU Commission as will later be explained, like tie-ins, customer exclusivity etc.

- as well as the overall evaluation ofthe entire contract

61 Notification of the Commission of 12 September 1986, amended 1994 O.J. C 368/20

., See wi1h more details Bay, EC Competition Law and Sqftware IPRs, 9 Computer
Law and Practice 176, 1993.
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which does not always make it easy to enforce protective rights in Europe although such en
forcement would be totally lawful under the rule of reason of American law. For the indi
vidual contract this means that one cannot rely on a benevolent evaluation in case of con
flict, but has to submit the contract for individual exemption whenever an anti-competitive
clause is contained in the contract, or at least for negative clearance if no automatic·exemp
tion through one ofthe exemption regulations is given63

•

~-_·~~~Ifno=emption-reglilation·applies·and-without-a·v(')luntarycnotifieation·oj'the·contract-to·the~_~ ~._

EU Commission the parties of such an agreementmust even fear heavy fines for the viola-
tion ofthe competition rules.

1, Distribution Agreements

(Omitted)

2. License Agreements

Two exemption regulations playa role for licensing agreements, namely the Group Exemp
tion Regulation (GER)

- for Technology Agreements No. 240/96

- for Research and Development Agreements No. 418/85

As regards the applicability of those Group Exemption Regulations, it must be noted that
only if the licensee also manufactures and not only distriblltes,the exemption regulations
for license agreements becomeapplicable64. If the licensee does not manufucture and also
none of the distribution exemption regulations is applicable, the contract needs a negative
clearance or individual exemption depending on the circumstances. The parties should
know and use the possibilities of the exemption regulations as well as the requirements fur
the notification ofagreements which therefore will be c1iscussed hereafter.

In the field of patent law Art. 72 EPC and Art. 40 (1), 45 (l) Cpc65 require a written docu
ment for the assignment ofpatents or patent applications, but no such provision exists for a
license contract This does not mean, of course, that an onl1license contract, whether for a
patent, a trademark, or know-how, which after all would cover a bundle of national rights,
would be necessarily valid under the laws ofall ofthe Member States. Anumber ofnational
laws require a form in writing if the contract contains clauses which have a competition re
stricting effect.

The most important validity. issues concern however antitrust questions. Many clauses are to
be qnalified as restrictions ofcompetition which may fallunderArt. 81 EC Treaty. Some of
these restrictions do not exceed the contents of the patent or do not affect trade between
Member States and therefore are admissible. Others, although with anti-competitive effect,

63 For details of the procedure and the distinction between the two procedures see
Pagenberg/Geissler, license Agreeme1l1S, page 38, note 21 et seq.

64 Recital 8 of the GER (Tecbnology)

" On Art.n and Rule 20(1) EPC see Notices of the EPO, OJ 1987, 215.
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may be exempted under Art 81 (3), if they contribute to promoting technical or economic
progress. In the already mentioned GERs the Commission has included those clauses which
it regards as admissible and non admissible.

Usually the admissibility under antitrust viewpoints does not follow from the formulation of
an individual clause, but rather from the connection between a plurality of provisions and

~~~~__~-e---,:,th~e~ir~l,egaland economic consequences66
• It is therefore recommended, if an agreement does

not or-not entirely fall under one OI'the exemptionreguIationsfu use:t1fe possil5ility-6fthe-~-~~~--i
clearance or opposition procedure, with the European Commission in accordance with
Regulation No. 17/62 and 240/96 respectively, particularly in case of important and
long-term license contracts. A notification with the European Commission may also be ad-
visable, if, in spite of the fact that the license coutract relates only to a single Member State
and the parties also belong to only one member state, by exports or imports of one of the
parties an impact on competition is to be expected, which is not insignificant67

; Such a noti-
fication procedure is however not obligatoI)' under Regulation No. 17.

It is impossible within the framework of this chapter to deal with all the clauses in the
GERs, therefore orily some ofthemost important ones found in license agreements shall be
discussed. Although' so far only exemption'regulations for technical protection rights have
issued, it can. be assumed from anumberofdecisions that a similar treatment will be applied
to trademark and copyright licenses which so far however need exemption or negative
'clearance from the Commission, ifthey contain competition restricting clause or if they are
not only 'ancilIaI)' to a patentor know-how agreement.

66 See ECJ decision 1986 GRUR lilt., 635 - Windswjing International

fiT See European Commission, 7nc 286 (1976) - AOIPmeyrard
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a) Group Exemption Regulation for Technology Transfer Agreements - GER (Tech
nology) -Regulation No.240/96""

(1) General - Scope ofapplication

The Gr9up Exemption Regulations for license agreem~nts, in particular the GER (Technolo-
~~"-------~gy)fare-ofmajot""importance-for-the'evaluation-of~the-Ieg~vali<:\ity-oUicense-clauses-anlud-~

therefore for the formulation of license contracts. The GER(Technology) constitutes a
merger of the former GER(patents) andGER (Know-how) which expired on March 31,
199669 in order to simplify and encourage the dissemination of technical knowledge in the
Community.

The GER (Technology)applies to the licensing ofnational patents, Community patents and
European Patents ("pure" patent licensing agreementS) as well as. to the licensing of non
patented technical information ("know-how") and to combined patent and know-how li
censing agreements ("mixed" agreements)70. In .Art. 10 (1) GER(Technology) the term
know-hOWlS defmed as a body oftechnical informationthat is secret, substantial and identi
fied in any appropriate form7l

• In case ofan invention for which a patent application has not
been made, it is to be noted that Art. 8 (2) requires that th~ application be made at the. Patent
Office at the latest within one year after signing the contract. Not only patents, patent appli
cations, utility models and utility model applications falllUlder the GER (Technology), but
also topographies ofsemiconductor products and certificates for medical products72.

Like the former GER (patents), the Regulation does not apply to agreements between mem
bers ofa patent pool or between competitors, who participate in a joint venture73, however it
shall apply to agreements by which a parent undertaking grants a joint venture company a
patent or know-how license, provided that the licensed products and all interchangeable or
substitutable goods and services74 ofparticipating undertakings represent in case ofa license
limited to production not more than 20%, and in case of a license covering production and
distribution not more than 10% ofthe market.

Another market share rule is contained in the Notice of the Commission on Agreements of
Minor Importance of 1986, last amended in 1994 according to which Art. 81 EC Treaty
does not apply to agreements if the total turnover of the parties in one calendar year does
not exceed 300 mio. ECU and their combined market share of all the products which may

68 This Regulation takes the place of Regulations No.2349/84 (Group Exemption
Regulation for Patent licensing Agreements) and No.556189 (Group Exemption Regula
tion for Know-how Licensing Agreements. The Regulation entered into force on April 1,
19% and will expire March 31,2006.

69 See the review of the different GERs by Burnside, 1988 les Nouvelles 168.

70 See recilal4 GER (Technology).

71 See the definition of the tenn "secret" in Art. 10 No.2, "substantial" in Art. 10 No.
3 and "identified" in Art. 10 No.4.

72 See Art. 8 No.1 d and g GER (Technology Transfer Agreements).

73 Art. 5 (1) 1 and 2.

74 Art. 5 (2) 1.

(
'-.....
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be affected by the agreement does not exceed 5% of the market. For cross licenses the
Regulation applies when the contract parties are not subject to any territorial restrictions
within the European Union75

•

The GER (fechnology) also extends to agreements containing the licensing of intellectual
property other than patents, e.g. trademarks, when such additional licensing contributes to
the achieveI11ent of the objects of the licensed technology and contains only ancillary provi-, ~6 c-~~c--~-~-~~-- • ~_~ _stons . . ... .•.. .. ... .. . .. ~~-----_.

In international license agreements involving parties and territories from the European Un
ion, the effect on the European Union is to be examined. Enforcement of patents "against
external parties" is inherent in the protection rightl1• For agreements involving Member
States of the EU and also third states, the European Commission considers the non
exempted clauses under Art. 3 GER(fechnology) acceptable as long as they'Only apply to
countries outside the EEA78

• An export prohibition is only ofconcern when countries are in
cluded in which no parallel patents or secret know-how exists.

An iInport IJrohibitionfrom countries outside of the EuropeanUnion does not affect compe
tition within the Community as long as free trade between the Member States is maintai
ned79

• In this context it must be remembered that even a contract concerning one single
. Member State may fall underAct. 81 (I) ECT~ and this even if the parties only belong

to one member state. In the decision Hydrotherm regarding Regulation No. 67/1967, the
ECJ ruled that a GER also applies when a contract includes not only the territory of the
European Union but also countries outside the Community. If the EC Conunission .is of the
opil1.ion that the effects on the trade between Member States can be proven, e.g. ifby the li
cense contract the theoretical possibility of importing from other Member States is liInited
or prevented, Art. 81 (1) is applicable.

As already mentioned, the GEn. does nothold for pure marketing agreements the precondi
tion being that the licensee manufactures the licensed productshimselt; or has them manu
factured, and for agreements solely for the purpose of sale81

• Also if more than two parties
are involved in the license contract, or the GER (Technology) is not applicable for some
other reason, a notification under Art. 4 ofRegulation No. 17/1962 is necessary.

" Art. 5 (1) 3 and (2) 2.

7' Recital (6). A similar result already in Moosebead!Wbitbresd, 1990 OJ L 100/32,
where an individual exemption was necessary.

77 See European Commission 1972 OJ EC L 143/39 ~ RaymondlNagoya.

78 See recital 4 GER (Technology); also Alexander,17 IIC 1, 15 (1986).

79 Cf. recital 4 GER (Technology); see also Alexander, 17IIC 1, 15 (1986).

80 16 IIC 598 (1985); see also ECJ, 27 September 1988 in 1988 NJW 3086, Wood
Pulp.

81 See recital 8 GER (Technology). As to 1he respective national authorities on the one
hand and 1he European Commission on the o1her hand, reference is made to Art. 9 (3) of
Regulation No. 17. Thns 1he national anthorities have 1he power based on Art, 88EC
Treaty to enforce Art. 81 (1) of 1he Treaty as long as 1he European Commission has not
initiated a procedure. The European Commission will inform 1he national anthority when
a contract has been submitted, in order to clarify wbe1her possible national requirements
for application have been fulfilled.
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(2) Clearance oflicense agreements - Notification Procedure

For practical reasons it is generally recommended to stay within the Group Exemption
Regulations and to include only the so-called "white c1ause&" from the list proposed by the
European Commission when formnlating license contracts, and in any case not to hope for

. an individual exemption ofa clause which is expressly prohibited.. An exemption procedure
---~---------is-usually-tedious~-and-even-interim-statements-ofthe-Gommission-that-acertain_clause-"is +

possibly exemptable" provide little help, since with such a formulation it is implicitly stated
that a violation ofArt. 81 (1) is present, so that the clause, at least without exemption, is not
enforceable in a national court. According to a decision of the ECJ83 the national courts
however are empowered to decide whether a clause falls under the automatic exemption ofa
GER or is exemptable under Art. 4 of Regulation no. 17/1962, but cannot declare an ex-
emption itself'.

If the requirements for the application of the Regulation as such are given and no black
clauses are contained in the contract, the parties can assume that it is exempted without the
necessity of notification to the Commission. If the contract contains other clauses, which
must not fall, however, under the black clauses of Art. 3, it may obtain an exemption in ac
cordance with Art. 4 of the GER (Technology), if it is notified with the Commission under
Reg. (ED) 3385/94. The Commission has maintained for these situations th~ accelerated 0p

position procedure85 in accordance with which all notified agreements are presumed to be
exempted after four months, if the Commission does nOI oppose the exemption86

• The
agreement must be notified to the Commission in accordance with the provisions ofRegula
tionNo. 17/6287

;

Both sides of a license contract should be aware of the fact that any violation of the compe
tition rules, especially violations which have already been dealt with in former decisions of
.the European Commission, are subject to considerable fines88 up to 1Mio ECU or beyond,
namely up to 10 % of the yearly turn-over of the respective companies89

• An unequivocal

82 A procedure can take 4 - 5 years.

83 16IIC 598 (1985) - Hydrotherm (Ghibli).

84 As -_ to the re$PCCtive national authorities on the one hand and the European 
Commission on the other hand, reference is made to Art. 9 (3) of Regulation No. 17 and
the Announcement of the Commission of 13 February 1993, 1993 OJ. No.C, 6. TIros
the national authorities have the power based on Art. 88 EC Treaty to enfurce AIl 81 (1)
of the Treaty as long as the European Commission has not initiated a procedure. The
European Commission will inform the national authority when a contract has been sub
mitted, in order to clarify whether possible national requirements for application have
been fulfilled.

8S See for details on notification, exemption and opposition procedure Pagen
berg/Geissler, license Agreements, p. 37 et seq. notes 20 et seq.

86 Art. 4 (1) GER (Technology); under the GER (Patents) the opposition period was six
months.

87 As amended by Regulation no. 1699/75, O.J. no. 35 of 10 May 1962 p. 1118/62 and
O.J. no. L 172 of 3July 1975 p. 11 respectively.

88 Afme can no longer be imposed, if the agreement is notified.

89 See Art. 15 (2) of the Regulation No. 17.
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clearance under the competition rules is therefore in the interest ofboth parties90 because in
the case of disagreement each party has the possibility to prevent the enforcement of the
contract by bringing it to the attention ofthe European Commission.

If.a license contract contains clauses which fall under Art. 3 ("black clauses"), this means

(1) that the license contract is not exempt,
--~~-----... -'--(2) tilatthere ls~no accelerate(fopposmol1-procooure-.--~-_·_-.-·-·--~---~··

(3) that the Commission can impose fines for antitrust
violation, ifthe agreement is not notified91

•

If an agreement does not fall into one of the categories for which exemption· regulations
have been enacted, a notification under Art. 4 of Regulation No. 17/62 must equally be
made ifitis assumed or even obvious that Art 81(1) ECTreatyis .assuchapplicable but
reasons for an exemption under Art. 81 (3) are given. These reasons are specified in Art. 81
(3): the agreement should bring about an improvement in the production or distribution of
goods or the promotion oftechnical advance.

Also the fact that custoIIlersadequate1y participate in the improvement and the clause which
is .limiting competition is necessary for this purpose, and finally that the contract does not
exclude competition for a significant portion ofthe goods or services.in question, are rea
sons which speak in favor of an exemption under Art. 81 (3). In view of the effect ofnotifi
cation that the Commission is prevented from imposing fmes, the application procedure is
always recommendable if the agreement does not clearly fall into one.ofthe exempted cate
gories and only contains exempted clauses92

•

The notification procedure according to Art. 81 (3) can either be a so-called negative clear
ance or an exemption. With the negative clearance the applicant knows for certain that the
contract filed does not violate the prohibition clause of Art. 81 (1) EC Treaty. It should be
noted, however, that the Commission in accordance with Art. 2 Regulation 17/62 is not ob
ligated to issue a negative clearance. The Commission will, e;g. not issuesueh a negative
clearance if there is no need for the application, because the contract clearly does not fall
under Art. 81 (1), orifthe contract is exempt due to a group exemption in accordance with
Art 81 Or. The request for negative clearance requires an explanation by the applicant
why he considers that Art 81 (1) EC Treaty is not applicable. The reasons should state that
no sensible prevention or restriction of competition is intended or that the trade between
member states is not sensibly obstructed. ...

The notification must be made on a prescribed form which has been published by the Com
mission94 and requires a detailed explanation on the contents of the agreement and its in-

!IO Cf. for details on the notification procedure infra chapter 2.

91 Reference is made here e.g. to the decision of the ECJ with respect to the inclusion of
a oo-contest clause into a license contract in the case Windsur,jing International 17 IIC
362 (1986).

92 Cf. for a checklist as to the exemption regulations at the end of this chapter.

93 Cf. the view of the Commission OJ L 240/6 of September 7, 1985 expressed along with the
publication of the application fonn sheet AlB with regard to recital 27 of the GER (Techno1·
ogy), where it appears that the undertakings have the right to receive a negative clearance or an
exemption..

.. Form AlB OJ EC L 240/1 of 7 September 1985.
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tended purpose as well as the answering of a multitude of questions to the competition ef
fects ofthe contract clauses. The distinction between admissible and non-admissible clauses
is based on the interpretation ofthe ECJ ofArt 28, 30 ECTreaty and its distinction between
the guaranty ofthe existence ofan industrial property right and its exercise.

The' question asked with respect to individual clauses in an agreement is whether it is neces-
sary fur guaranteeing the existence or this specific object of the licensed right. Ifthe answer
inio-;the-Commission-appliesrtWo~step-test:-(l}does-the-eiause-(orcconduct)-have-the-e~~~~~~-I_

fect ofpreventing, restricting or distorting competition within the Common Market, and (2)
if so, does the conduct nevertheless have ovemll a pro-competitive effect because it contrib-
utes to promoting technical or economic progress, so that an exemption under Art. 81 (3) is
possible.

If a clause violates Art. 81(1) and it is not accessible to exemption, it follows from the
wording of Art. 81 (2), that the agreement on the whole is invalid. According to general

. practice of the Commission and the ECJ only invalidity of the restrictive clause is assumed
and the question of the validity of the rest of the contrapt is left up to the judgement ofna
tional COurtS95

• Despite the wording ofArt. 81 (2), contmcts which fall under Art. 81 (1) are
not invalid from the start, moreover, the ECJ assumes that such contracts when filed at the
European Commission are to be seen as being preliminarily binding (and therefore can be
enforceable) until a negative or positive decision ofthe European Commission is issued96

•

The European Court of Justice in the decision Windsurfing Internationaf' has also ruled in
recital 95 et seq. that it is not to be examined whether a clause restricting competition is also
suited to influence the competition in the European Union, when the entire agreement does
this; the subject ofexamination is therefore always the license contmct as a whole.

(3) Case law of the Commission

With respect to the more recent practice of the Commission one might gain the impression
that the latter is inclined to gmnt negative cleamnce by applying a rnle ofreason. This policy
is reflected in the Commission's Notice concerning the assessment of coopemtive joint
ventures under Art. 8198

• In the Notice categories ofjoint-ventures are mentioned which the
Commission regards as falling under Art 81 (1), but for which it wonld .gmnt a negative
cleamnce automatically.

In the Magilr case the Court ofFirst Instance (CFI) held that when an intellectual property
right is exercised for a reason which is not considered to be bona fide or in circumstances
which do not correspond to a genuine protection ofthe intellectual property right, Arl. 81
and 86 will override any provision ofnational intellectual property law.

9S ECJ 1987 GRUR Int. 868 - VAG FrancelMange.

96 European Commission 1 C.M.L.R., I, 27 1962 - Bosch; see also Beier with further references,
3 IIC 1, 34 (1972).

'f1 17 IIC 362 (1986).

98 Notice of the ECCommission No. 93/C 43/72.

99 (1991) 4 CMLR 745.
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A similar approach was taken by the Commission in the FY.fJe vs. Chiquita100 case where the
Commission announced that it will investigate whether trademark rights are exercised in a
bona fide manner and whether such exercise goes beyond which is necessary to fulfill the
essential fimction of the relevant trademark rights. The same rules are of course applicable
to the exercise ofpatent rights.

(4) Contents of the Exemption Regulations

In the following first the GER (Technology) is discussed which in pr~ctice is the most fre
quently used. It differs from the GER (Research) only on specific points. In this Regulation,
like in the former GERs (patents) and (Know-how) and in the GER (Research), under Art.
1, those clauses are listed which restrict competition, however are exempted, since they gen
erally contribute to improving the production of goods and to promoting technical progress
(so-called white clauses). Art. 2 contains clauses which·are also considered white and do not
prevent an exemption.

In comparison to the former separate GERs the so-called black list ofArt. 3 has been short
ened considerably (from 11 to 7 provisions), and the white list has been extended and im
.proved in the GER(Technology). The original market share criteria in Art. 1 (6) ofthe draft
as a condition of the benefitof exemption are now found in Art. 7101

, which authorizes the
Commission to withdraw the benefit ofthe Regulationcifthe it can show an anti-competitive
effect because ofsome market power.

Art. 2 those clauses are given which according to the view ofthe Commission usually do
not fall under Art. 81 (1), Le. do not restrict competition, but are included forfeasollS of le
gal certairity. Art. 3 ofthe.GER (Technology) contains those clauses which according to the
opinion ofthe Commission fall under Art. 81 (1) EC Treaty and should not be included into

.... license agreements if these •• are to benefit· from the block exemption (so-called black
•clauseS). Some of the rides under Art. 3 would fall under the concept "misuse ofpatent" ac
•. cording to US legal nonns[02.

In the following a number of clauses are presented which have significance in licensing
agreements and which will be examined as to their competition restrictive effects.

[00 9 fie 603 (l978)-United BraJUis.

101 see Berman!Hunt, A nightmare in the making, 1995 MIP, 12 et seq.; Korah, The Pre1iminary
Draft of a New EC Group Exemption for Tecbnology Licensing, 1994 ElPR, 263 et seq.;
Wbaite, The Draft Technology Transfer Block Exemption, 1994 EIPR, 259 et seq.; Lie
berknecbt, Eingabe zur zweiten Anbiirung des Beratenden Ausschnsses fiir Kartell- und Mo
nopolfragen zu der gepIanten VO zur Anwendung von Art. 81 ill des Vertrages aufGruppen
von Technologie-Transfervereinbarungen, 1995 GRUR, 571 et seq.

[02 See Venit, 18 fie I, 32 (1987).
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(5) Individual contract provisions

(i) Exclusivity

In confonnity with the "Maize Seed" decision discussed before, the GER (Technology) em
phasizes as already the fonner GER (Patents) in Recital 10 that exclusive licenses are not
regarded by the European Commission as falling under Art. 81 (I) EC Treaty, if they are

--:--------"---concemed-with-theintroduction-and-proteGtion-ofanew-technology-in.the-licensed_territory.
Under the GER(Technology) this is not only the case by reason of the. scale of the research
which has been undertaken, but also by reason ofthe increase in the level ofcompetition, in
particular inter-brand competition. As a general recommendation, to be on the safe side, ex
clusive licenses should generally be drafted. by including the exemptable clauses of Art.!
GER103. An exclusive license however is not exemptable, ifthe licensor dominates the mar-
ket in the sense ofArt. 82 EC Treatyl04. .

The exemption rules for territorial restrictions are found in Arts. 1 (1) No.1 to 6 oftheGER
(Technology), where the automatic exemption for pure patent licensing agreements holds
for as long"as the licensed product is protected by parallel patents (no. 1 to 5) and for a pe
riod not exceeding five years from the date when the licensed product is first put on the
market by one ofthe licensees (no. 6: direct sales)lOS. Where the agreement isa pure know
how licensing agreement, the period for the exemption may not exceed ten years (no.l to~
and five years (no. 6) from the date when the licensed product is first put on the marketl .
In case ofa mixed patent and know-how licensing agreement, the exemption for nos. 1 to 5
holds for as long as the licensed product is protected in those Member States by such patents
ifthe duration of such protection exceeds the periods specified in Art. 1 (3) GER (Technol
ogy)I07; It is to be noted that a know-how license which is territorially restricted is not auto
matically exempted when the license contract only covers a small technically limited portion
ofthe protected knowledge,08.The Commission however considers such a know~how agree
ment asexemptable even when an absolute territorial protection results, if the introduction
or expansion of a new and rapidly changing technology is made easier in a market which is
served by only a few producers.

(ii) Royalties

As a general rule it should be noted that antitrust law provisions do not allow that the parties
extend competition restrictive obligations, including the obligation to pay royalties on to
embodiments which are not covered by the scope ofpatent protectionlO9

• In the Windsurfing

103 Cf. the exemption of an exclusive know-how license of Iimited duration by the European Com
mission in the decision OJ EC 1987 L 41 Mitchell Cotts/Soji/Jra as well as 20 IIC 703
(1989) - Delta Chemie, where the necessity of individual exemption was expressly stated.

104 See European Commission, 20 IIC 684 (1989) - Tetra Pak 1.

lOS See Art. 1 (2) GER (fechnology).

106 See Art. 1 (3) GER (fechnology).

1'" See Art. 1 (4) GER (fechnology) where the exemption period fOr point 5 is regulated.

108 European Commission, 1986 OJ L 50 - BoussoislInterpane.

109 See already under German Jaw BGH 1979 GRUR 308 - AuspujJkanal jUr Schaltgase, and 13
IIC 645 (1982) - Rig.
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case, the·argumentation of licensor was rejected by the EeJ, tbat the total unit surfboard and
rig represented a simpler calculation method. In practice, surfboards and the remaining parts
of the rig were very frequently sold separately, because the license-free boards were offered
less expensively by non-licensed producers.

Already in the decision Raymond NagoyallO the European Commission found a minimum
royalty clause to be admissible. Like under the former GER (patents), under the GER
(TecnnologyjlrminimUIIrtoyaltycclause-and-aiso-agreementcon-a-minimum-n!JIllber-of-use
acts is permissible11l

• The agreement on a minimum royalty or a minimum numb.er of use
operations may also not lead to a restriction of the licensee in his business activities in the
sense ofArt. 3 NO.2. In the view ofthe Commission, this would only be an extreme case, so
that Art. 2 GER generally appliesl12

• . .

(iii) No-contest clause

For a long time a no-challenge. clause has been regarded by the Commissionas a violation
ofArt. 81 (1) EC Treaty1l3~ The reasoningwastbat the obligation notto challenge has an ef
fect on intra-community trade, which under the practice of the Commission was to be as
sumed ifpurchases in another Member State of the European Union are potentially made
impossible. Under European law, therefore, at best the obligation of the licensee. was re-

"garded as permissible to assist the licensor against an infringer ofthe patent/utility model1l4
•

.•iThis practice was confirmed by the ECJ in the Windsurfing decisionlls
• The ECJ deter

mined that a no-contest clause does not belong to the subject matter ofa patent

In a later decision1l6 the ECJ, however, differentiated in the sense that the application ofArt.
81(l) ECTreaty has to be evaluated in accordance with the respective legal and economic

:~ contents. For the case ofa royalty-free license a limitation ofcompetition does not exist just
as in a case of a royalty bearing license which relates to a technically non-state-of"the-art

'··process, which the licensee has thus not utilized. In contrast to the GER (patents) in which a
no-challenge clause was prohibited1l7

, the GER (Technology) has transformed it into a grey
clause and provides an exemption for it in Art. 4 (2) b if the agreement is notified and the
Commission does not raise objections within a period offour months. As a rule, therefore, it
would be recommendable to review the necessity ofa promise noNo challenge.

110 1972 CMR 9513; Burroughs/Gem 3 lIC 259 (1972); European Court of Justice, 17 lIC 362
(1986) • Windsurjing International.

III See Art. 2 (1) No.9.

112 E.g. a payment provision which extends beyond 1he tenn of 1he patent term is acceptable,
where 1he license was granted before the patent filing, 22 IlC 61 (1991).

113 See European Commission 3 HC 52 (1m) - DavidsonJRubber; 1972 OJ No. L 143/39 - Ray-
TTlfJlUilNagoya; 10 HC 475 (1979) - VaessenllMoris. Cf. also Art. 40 (2) TRIPS Agreement.

114 See Art. 2 (1) No. 6b GER (Technology).

"' See 17 HC 362 (1986) - Windswftng International.

116 EO 21 HC 212 (1990) - Promise not to challenge.

117 See Art. 3 No. 1.
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The GER (Technology) and the rules concerning the exemption ofa no-ehallenge clause are
not applicable to distnbution contractsll8

•

(iv) Obligation to use

In the case ofa nonexclusive license, the licensee is not obligated to exercise his right to use
if this is not specified in the agreement. As an alternative, or additionally, the payment of a

___~~~-c'c."~~·. nrlllimum~royalty~can'be"iIgre&hipon"aScwell~as'acrightcoHermination~by,the..licensor,-if

certain minimum sales have not been reached. Under European law, the obligation to use is
even possible by an agreement on the minimal number ofacts ofusell9

• An agreement on a
maXimum production is only permissible within the limits of Art. 2 (13) GER ("second
source")12O. ..

(v) Price-fixing

Under the GER a price fixing-elause is among·the prohibited clausesl21
, and therefore an in

dividual exemption would be required, which however would rarely be granted. A price
fixing clauSe coupled with an export prohibition has been found detrimental to free trade by
the ECl due to this coupling, however the clause was still exempted, because Art.. 81 EC
Treaty requires an appreciable influence on free trade which was not found in that casel22

•

(vi) LabeliI1g

A provision prohibiting the licensee to use his trademark or his company name is accepted
by the Comnrlssion, if the licensee has the right to refer to himself as the producer123

• The
Eel holds it however inadmissible to obligate the licenseeto attach a license label to a part
of an item which is frequently sold· asa unit which itself is not covered by the patent
claiml24

•

(vii) Quality Control

Aright of ternrlnation may be agreed upon for the situation iI1 which after a written request
to achieve the required standard of quality and after the expiration of the term therefor the
licensee has not reached the required quality standard. The term in this case has to be suffi
cient and reasonable. Such a provision is also permissible under the GERl2S

• Not permis
sible is an obligation of licensee to restrict production to one specific plant for the produced

118 See GER (Technology) recitalS.

119 Cf. Art. 2 (1) No.9 of the GER (Technology).

I'" See Art. 3 No.5 of the GER (Technology).

121 See Art 3 No. 1GER (Technology).

122 ECJ 19 IIC 664 (1989) - Plant SeedLicense.

123 See Art. I (I) No.7 and 2 (1) No. 11 GER (Technology) and recital 6.

124 See ECJ 17 IIC 362 (1986) - Windsurjing International. there labeling on a non-protected surf
board.

125 See Art. 2 (I) No.5 GER (Technology).
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items as a control right of licensor in order to maintain quality to supposedly avoid copying
products by other licensees126

• .

(viii) Grant back fur changes and improvements ofthe invention by licensee

,An agreement ofa royalty-free right of licensor to use improvement inventions.ofthe licen
see oran obligation of licensee to assign the improvementor.an use invention to. licensor
gerterallyrepresents a restriction of competition onlle licertSee--anQ~intlsu-anroUlrthe"r(F

Wbited clauses in accordance with the GER(Technologyi 27
•

An obligation of licensee to grant licenses for improvement inventions (ngrant-back clausen)
is however admissible, ifthe licensor, too, enters intO a corresponding obligation and in case
of severable improvements the license is nonexclusive128

• Also the respective license condi
tions have to correspond, i.e. the licenses either both have to be free or both have to be roy
altybearing. Furthermore, ifthe licensor in the case ofa patentable improvement requests an
increase in royalty, then an agreement for payment of royalties is also necessary for im
provements of licensee which licensor plans to use129

• An obligation by licensor to infonn
licensee about modifications and improvement inventions is generally not recognized as re
strictingcompetitionl30

• Conversely, for the validity ofa licensee's obligation to infonn
aboutimprovement inventions,there must be a corresponding obligation by the licens.orl31•

(ix) Tie-in ofsupply (Obligation to purchase)

Such a clause, also known as procurementofgoods and services which are not necessary for
a technically satisfaetOly exploitation ofthe licensed technology has been transfonned into a
grey clauseJ32

• Under the former GER (patents) this clause was contained in Art. 3 (9) as a
black clause. Under the GER (Technology) a tie-in clause may now be notified for an ex
emption with the Commission under Art. 4 (2) a GER.

Under the fonner practice of the Commission an obligation to purchase parts which do not
faIl within the scopeofthe patent represented an illegal extension ofthe patent monopoly by
contractual means133

• Insofar antitrust prohibitions and patent infringement situations were

I"; See ECJ 17 nc 362 (1986) - Windsurfing International.

127 See decision of European Commission, 1985 OJ 233 - Velcro/Apfix and also Art. 3
No.6 GER. Cf. also Beier, 3 nc 1, 23(1972) and Art. 40 TRIPS Agreement.

128 See Art. 4 (1) GER (Research), Art. 2 (I) No. 4 GER (Technology); European 
Commission 20 IIC 683 (1989) - Rich Products/Jus-rol; European Commission 1972 OJ
No. L 143, 39 Raymond Nagoya.

129 Cf. for Ii pure know-how license the decision of the European Commission, 1987 OJ
No.L 41 - Mitchell Cotts/Sofiltra.

130 see llilrich, Intellectual Property, p. 550.

131 See GER (Technology), Art. 2 (1) No.4.

132 Such a procurement clause used to be pennissible only if justified or necessary; cf.
now GER (Technology) Art. 2 (1) No. 5a and Art. 4 (2a):

133 see European Commission of 10 January 1979, 10 IIC 475 (1975) -VaessenlMoris;
also European Commission 1985 OJ L 233,22 - Velcro/Apfix.
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in correlation: acts which can be prosecuted as patent infringement can be regulated by the
license contract Conversely, an exploitation act which does not fall under the scope of the
patent does not represent an activity which is royalty bearing or which requires pennission
by the licensor.

A tie-in clause·is pennissible under antitrust law, .if the parts. to be purchased would consti
tute a contributory infringement if used by a third party. There may pe an abuse ofthe con-

~~-~~~--~~----~trohight~of1h~licensor~if.he-allows-the~use~ot:unpatented~parts-or~their~combination.:with~~~~~_~'--'-!

patented parts only, if for these unpatented parts a royalty is alsopaidl34
• It was alsoconsid-

ered an inadmissible restriction ofcompetition when the licensee is obligated to always sell
the licensed product together with another product notfalling under the patent (e.g. the non-
licensed surfboard together with the rig according to the patent)135.

An obligation on the licensee to supply only a limited quantity of the licensed product to a
particular customer is· not regarded as restrictive, if the license was granted in order to pro
vide the customer with a second source ofsupply136,

An obligation to purchase material for producing licensed products is no longer justified ac
cording to the Commission when the basic patent has .lapsed in the meantime and only im
provement patents still exist After expiration ofthe patents, the license technology is free
fur use137

•

(x) Non-Competition Clause

Anon-COl11petition clause is listed in the GER among the prohibited clauses138
• If the prohi

bition ofcompetitive use relates to the use oftrade secrets, this is .however not an impennis
sible restriction of the licensee, since the licensor may. have a justifiable interest that the
knowledge conveyed is not used for competing products139

• In the special case ofa partner
ship which had licensed know-how, the Commission regarded a prohibition to compete as
necessary for producing products or trading such products which compete with the licensed
products, since the partnership had an interest in the success ofthe new production facilities
which they had built with considerable inyestmentsl40

•

(xi) Use restrictions

134 See EO 17 TIC 362 (1986) - Windswjing International.

135 EO 17 TIC 362 (1986) - Windswjing International.

136 Art. 2 I No. 13 GER (Technology).

137 1985 OJ L 233, 22 - VelcrolAplix. With respect to such an obligation for know-how
licensing agreements see also European Commission 16 TIC 206 (1985) - &:hlegel v.
CPIO.

138 See Art. 3 No. 2 and 4, and also European Commission 7 TIC 286 (1976) - AOIPI
BEYRARD; 9 TIC 184 (1978) - ReuterIBASF; 1987 OJ L 41 - Mitchel Cc"slSojiltra for
the case of a "integrated industrial cooperation" in case ofa joint veowre,

139 See also European Commission 20 TIC 703 (1989) - Delta. Chemie, Art. _2 (1) 3
GER.

140 European Commissioo 1987 OJ L 41,420 - Mitcilell Q}t1SISojiltra.
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According to the GER (Technology) a use restriction to specific fields is pennissiblel41
• This

is, however, only the case if it does not result in a restriction of customers142. An obligation
on the licensee not to use the licensor's technology to construct facilities for third parties
does not constitute an unlawful restriction of competitionl43

• Among the reasons for the ad
missibility ofthis competition-limiting clause is that the licensor can have an interest to limit
the use of the special information he supplies to the manufacturer to the products of the
agreement. This condition does not exist if the licensee already has the information required

~'to produce thedesiredprOcIiictsorllitlcles, because t1ien-hewoUiane-liiiiited-in liis own--
economic activities144. .

A use prohibition after the termination of the agreement however would only be exempt if
the license agreement ends prior to the expiration of the patents or ifthe licensed know-how
is still secret14S

•

(xii) Term ofAgreement

An exclusive patent license agreement expires at the latest with the expiration of the last of
the licensed patents. A duration past that point and an obligation to pay royalties is admissi
ble under antitrust law only if in addition to patents also secretknow-how has been licensed
or ifofseveral licensed patents, only one has expired or is declared invalid. The initial dura
tion may be automatically extended by the inclusion of any new improvements commu
nicated by the licensor, whether patented or not; provided that the licensee has the right to
refuse such improvements or each party has the right to tenninate the agreement at the ex
piry ofthe initial term of the agreement and at least every three years thereafterl46

• Ifno pro
vision has been made in the contract for such a situation then the question ofa reduction of
royalties based on contract and antitrust law depends upon the importance ofthe invalidated
patent for the activities oflicensee, so that in a given case the royalty may remain as agreed
upon147

•

The Commission in the decision HenkeVColgatel48 held that an obligation to pay royalties
beyond the duration of the patent is inadmissible, while a 50% reduction was considered ap
propriate if know-how wasstiII used149

• The ECJ held in its decision Kai Ottung v. Klee &

141 See Art. 2 Q) 8 GER (Technology).

142 See Art. 3 No.4 and Art. 2 (1) No.8 GER(Technology).

143 See Art. 2 (1) No. 12 GER (Technology).

144 See GER (Technology Transfer Agreements) Art. 2 Q) 1, as well as the decision of
the European Commission 1987 OJ L 41, 418 - MiU:hell Cotts/Soljiltra.

145 See the preamble of the GER (Technology)recitlll 12, and Art. 2 (1) 3 GER. Cf.
also ECJ 22 IIC 61 (l991)-Licensing Agreement.

146 See Art. 8 (3) GER (Technology).

147 For the case that the basic patent expires and the license contract is continued with
improvement inventions, see the decision of the European Commission, 1985 OJ L 233
"Velcro/Aplix" .

148 1972 GRUR lrlt. 173.

149 Burroughs/Geha 3 IIC 259 (1972).
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Weilbach150 that a contractual obligation under which a patent licensee is required to pay
royalties for an indetenninate period of time does not in itself constitute a restriction of
competition within the meaning of Art. 81 (1) in a case where the agreement was entered
into after the patent application was submitted and inunediately before the grant of the pat
ent.

According to a decision of the European Commission151 an exclusive patent license falls
~~----~~~'unaer JUC8YCltEC-Ueatr-amtts-nurautomaticaily-exemptedc when-certain,basic-patents

have expired and only patents for improvements or further developments exist. Such a
situation does not justitY the prohibition of the licensee to deliver in territories of other ex
clusive licensees. An exemption under Art. 81 (3) EC Treaty is also not possible when the
concerned products are manufactured only. according to the expired basic invention, but
make no use ofthe improvement invention. Ifthe contract ends prior to the expiration ofthe
patent or one of the patents licensed, then licensee has no right to continue the exploitation
of the patent. A corresponding provision is also admissible under Art. 2 (1)3 GER (Tech
nology).

Conversely, an agreement ofpayments after the expiration or invalidity of the patent is nor
mally among the prohibited clauses152. unless the continued payment re~resents a staggered
royalty payment for the period ofthe validity ofthe licensed technology 53. The licensee can
be obliged to keep paying royalties until the end of the agreement independently ofwhether
or not the licensed know-how has been disclosed154 The European Commission bases this
on the advantage which the licensee has over competitors155

• The duration of the exemption
as far as competition restrictive clauses are concerned is regnlated diffurently in Art. 1 (2)
GER (Technology) depending on the respective clause and the type of agreement: patent li
cense, pure know-how license and mixed agreement.

(xiii) Confidentiality obligation

Under the GER a confidentiality promise is also admissible if it exceeds the term of the
agreement156

• Since the confidentiality and nonuse·agreement depend upon the confidential
character ofthe technical information, an agreement about an absolute confidentiality period
is not permissible. Asecrecy obligation is no longer applicable when the licensed know-how
becomes public knowledge.

ISO 22 TIC 61 (1991) - Licensing Agreement.

lSI 1985 OJ L 233 - Velcro/Aplix.

'52 European Commission, 1985 OJ L233,22 - Velcro/Aplix.

IS3 See GER (Technology), recital 21, and the decisions of the European Commission
1986 OJ L 50 - Boussoisflnterpane; see also the decision Rich Prodlli:ts/Jus-rol in 20 TIC
683 (1989); Ullrich, in Intellectuol Property, p. 550, even sees no conflict with Art. 81
(1) doe to agreements on payment modes; for the practice of the European Commission
see also Venit, 18 TIC 1, 20 (1987).

154 See GER (Technology), recita122, Art 2(1) No.7.

155 See Art. 2 (1) No.7 GER (Technology).

156 See Art. 2 (1) No. 1 GER (Technology); see also the decision Mittchell
Cotts/Sojitra 1987 OJ L 41.).

----11
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(ivx) Assignment and sublicensing

Assignment and sublicensing by a licensee can be excluded, particularly ifthere is, a territo
rial division within the protected territory, which could be counteracted in the case ofan as
signment or a sublicense by third parties. From an antitrust vie\\']lointthisposes no prob
lelll1S7

•

157 Cf. e.g. Art. 2 (1) No.2 GER (fechnology).
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b) GER (R&D) - Regulation No. 418/85

(1) General

Generally, under the opinion ofthe European Commission, only such provisions are ~pable

of exemption in a cooperation agreement which are indispensable for the realization of the
goals of Art. 81 (3) EC Treaty158. An important criterion for the exemptability is whether
other~stronger~competitors~exist-within·the-European-Union.for-which.one.can.assume.that

they too will continue to do research in the field of the agreement so that competing prod
ucts would be available.

(2) Individual Provisions

(i) Term ofagreement

An agreement of a fixed tenn without possibility of termination for a period of eight years
appears admissible159

• In view of the purpose of such an agreement to make possible
long-tenn research projects by combining financial and personal means, the Commission
has also exempted longer periodsl60. The European Commission regarded it as admissible
that in case of a premature tennination by one of the parties the other party continues the re
search and in case of a success the licensing of the tenninating party is made dependent
upon a payment ofup to 75 % ofthe research and development costs.

As an alternative to the independent exploitation of the research results with mutuallicens
ing, one can agree that the exploitation of the research results is to be carried out by a com
pany which is not a party of the agreement and which may not yet have been founded161.
The continued obligation to an exchange of experience after the expiration of the coopera
tion agreement serves the optimum product application, e.g. the development of the best
fonn of administration of an invented pharmaceutical following the clinical tests. The Euro
pean Commission considers such a temporally limited infunnation exchange pennissible if
it is not set up differently from country to countryl62. It is also admissible to define the dura
tion of this continued agreement from the product's first sale. The exchange of information
in these cases is to be limited to technical information for the efrective fonn of the exploita
tion ofthe results and excludes infonnation relating to such things as marketing methods.

(ii) Territory ofthe licenses

158 See European Commission 16 IIC 206 (1985) - RockweUHveco.

IS' See GER (Research) Art. 3 (1) according to which the exemption applies for the du
ration of the research program.

160 See European Commission BEChomIParke Davis, 10 IIC 739 (1979) recital 39, as
well as European Commission 16 IIC 202 (1985) - RockweUHveco (exemption for 11
years); 16 IIC 204 (1985) - VWIM4N" (exemption for 15 years); 20 IIC 697 (1989) 
Con1inentaI/Michelin up to expiration of the last patent.

161 The European Commission also considers such an agreement admissible, see Eur0
pean Commission 16 IIC 202 (1985) - RockweUHveco, and 16 IIC 204 (1985) 

..VW/M4N, as well as Art. 1 (3) b) and Art. 2 e) GER (Research).

162 See Art. 3 (1) GER (Research).

(
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In the opinion of the European Commission the contract party cannot be excluded from
marketing the invention developed in individual territories of the European Union five years
after the beginning ofthe marketingl•3

•

(iii) Purchase Obligation

An. eXclusi~~purchase?bligation in acooperation~ement is admissible in accordance
. with the European Commissionl64

• . . .,

(iv) Prohibition of parallel research

Such prohibition for the field of the agreement is pennissiblel65
, except if they mutually

promise to share the results of their individual activitiesl66. In addition, a competition prohi
bition for activities, e.g. production and sale in one's own name in the field of the joint re
search is also admissiblel.?

(v) No challenge clause

A research agreement containing a promise not to attackis presumed not to be exempt, if the
promise continues past the expiration ofthe research programl.';

(vi) Confidentiality and use restriction

",'An obligation not to provide information <lfthe other partoer to third parties and in addition
not to allow the use of research results for these third partiesl•9 is not objectionable under
.anti111lSt law. With respect to the secrecy obligation, the GER contains no temporallimita

.·,<c'tlonin AJi.5(1)d,·butrather permits an obligation even beyond the duration of the contract,
as long as the research results are stillconfldential.

"'o\':~',:,-¥:;

·'(vii) Assignability and sublicenses

While in general the assignability and the graoting of sublicenses can be excluded for a non
exclusive license agreententl?o·with respect to contract law considerations,. certaio excep
tions apply for a cooperation agreement between competitors, according to the European -

163 See European Commission 10 lIC 739 (1979) - BEChamlParke, Davis; Art. 6 f),
Art. 4 (1) t) GER (Research).

164 See Art. 4 GER (Research) and European CoJIJIUiBsion, 16 lIC 204 (1985) 
VWIMAN.

165 See Art. 4 (1) a and b GER.

166 See European Conunission 1972 GRURlnt. 173 - Henkel/Colgate.

167 See European Commission 16 lIC 204 (1985) - VWIMAN and 16 lIC 203 (1985) 
Carbon gas technology. See also Art. 6a GER (Research).

168 See Art. 6 b GER (Research).

169 The latter, however, for the duration of two years from the time of the commercial
exploitability, see GER (Research) Art. 4(l)b and Art. 5(1)d.

170 See Art. 6 g GER (Research).
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Commission. Art. 81, (3) BC Treaty pennits.an exemption from the cartel prohibition only in
very narrow limits.

Therefore it has to be made certain that for the marketing phase of the inventions resulting
from the cooperation each contract party regains the full freedom to act llerein. This includes
the right to grant licenses or sublicenses to third parties. Ifsuch a form ofJicensing requires
the approvalofthe other party, then according to the European Commission this would con-

·------.---~·--~stitute-an·influenee-on-the_individual·marketing.policy.ofJ:he.other-.party.Jn.addition,.the _
possibility ofthird parties to obtain licenses for the production ofthe product of the contract
would be limitedl7l

•

In the quoted decision, the European Commission also requested the following changes in
the cooperation agreement: '

(a) The mutual licensing had to apply to all countries ofthe Enropean Union.

(b) The practical ramifications ofmarketing mnst not lead toa divisionofthe market.

(c) A profit-sbaring clause for a specific conntry as well as a participation in the prof
its of the other party anditssnblicenses was cancelled. The Enropean, Commission
explained here that a profit-sharing can only be permitted, if for technical reasons
only one of the parties is capable ofthe production and sale of the product, but not if
both parties are in the bnsiness as producers ofpharmaceuticals.

In'1993 the Commission adapted theGER (R+D) as well as the Specialization Agreement
(Regulation 417/85) to allow ,exclusive distribution by ajoint venture or also by one ofthe
parties, subjecttoamaximummarketshare of 10% and. a turnover of less than ,I billion
BCD. For other restrictions the market share limit is 20 % ofthe market. With resPect to the
former GER (patents) and GER (Know-how) the Commission allowed agreements between
the parent company and the joint venture for automatic exemption, even in a case where the
parties compete with each other. The market share for patented products and their equiva
lents is limited to 10 % for agreements establishing cooperation which covers production
and distribution, and 20 %tora license limited to production only172.

171 See European Commission 10 lIe 739 (1979kBEChamiParke. Davis, recitlll 42 of
the decision.

172 Regulation 151/93 of23 December 1992 OJ L 21/8 of 29January 1993
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c) Special issues of trademark license agreements

Unlike patent licenses, trademark licenses under European law, if they contain clauses
which may restrict competition, need an individual exemption, since no group exemption
regulation for trademarkS exists so far.

III the decision Windsurfing Internationaz173 the European Commission did not exempt a
promise not to attack a trademark. This view has been confinned by the ECJ on appeal174175.
III a more recent decision the EC Commission has taken a more lenient approach with re
spect to no-challenge clauses in trademark license agreements in comparison to patents and
copyrightsI7•.

III the MooseheadlWhitbread case the Commission has made it clear that even in a mixed
agreement covering know-how and trademarks the GER Know-how does not apply, if the
trademarkS licensed are not ancillary to the know-how rights granted. Therefore an individ
ual exemption was necessary in view of the fact that the license agreement contained an ex
clusivity clause, an export prohibition, a no-competition clause, a purchase obligation and a
no-challenge clause with respect to the trademark licensed.

Under the new GER (Technology Licensing Agreements) Recital (6) the scope ofthe regu
lation is extended to pure or mixed agreements containing the licensing of intellectual prop
erty other than patents, Le. trademarks, when such additional licensing contributes to the
achievement of the objects of the licensed technology and contains only ancillary provi
sions.

The trademark right has been defined by the EeJ similarly as the right of a patent owner,
since its object is

the guarantee that the owner ofthe trademark has the exclusive right to use that trademark,
for the purpose of putting products protected by the trademark into circulation for the
firsttime177

•

Surprisingly, in contrast to a no-challenge clause with respect to patents, this one was re
garded as exemptable or, even more surprising, was regarded as not even falling under Art.
81 (I). The Commission explained that it must be examined whether the restriction was
"appreciable". It remarkS in this context that only in case of a famous or well-known mark
such a clause could constitute a trade barrier with a significant effect on competition.

It appears that primarily because ofthe fact that Moosehead was a Canadian brewery which
was interested to enter the British market, the Commission was willing to grant a rather
broad exemption with respect to a number of restrictive clauses which it might not have

173 1983 O.J. No. L 229, 1.

174 See 17 TIC 362 (1986) - WindsUJjing International.

17S For exemption from no-contest clauses, see also Venit, 18 HC 1,29 (1987), io par
ticular footnote 73.

176 See ECJ 1990 OJ .L 100/32 - MooseheadlWhitbread (negative clearance); ECJ 1982
OJ L 379/19 - ToltecslDorset (exemption under Art. 81 (3»

I77 ECJ 1974 ECR 1183, 611C 110 (1975) - Centrqfarm v. Winthrop
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done under different circumstances178.Oneof the reasons for the liberal attitude of the
Commission obviously was the UK market structure. namely a tightly oligopolistic market
with a strong inter-brand competition. The exemption was grantedfor a period often years.

In the case Bayer/Dental the Commission objected to a clause which prohibited the re-sale
ofpharmaceuticals in unopened form and warned against exploitation outside the territoIY in
question, Germany••because· of the possible existence· of industrial prpperty rights. The

.--~-~c~~-~c.~.c~~'~ceommissioirfotmd'-that1he1ntentionc()f1hecclausecwas~thecpreventioncof~re-sales-{)utsidl}~~·-~~-~~~

Germany after an exhaustion having oCcurred. With respect to repackaging the clause did
not comply with the decision ofthe ECJ in Hoflinann-LaRoche case where repackaging had
been regarded as lawful ifit did not interfere with the original state ofthe product.

The Commission expressly observed .that the clause was

able to awaken in the minds of resellers so. much doubt. as to their actual rights that
they will refrain from reselling repacked products179

•

The Commission did not impose a fine because Bayer obviously had never enforced the
clause. One must therefore be aware of the fact that not only if the clause is worded as an
export ban, but also if it has the psychological effect of an export ban the Commission
would regard this as a violation ofthe anti-trust rules. Bayer's defense that they only wanted
to warn the distributors· and wanted to.protect .themselves against contractua1liability was
not regarded as sufficient.

d) Special issues ofsoftware license agreements.

(1) General

In the field of copyright law, and in particular with respect to software products, the interre
lationship between the Software. Directive and the general European competitionrules are of

178 Cf.Rotbnie. 1991 Inrernational Business Lawyer•. 495. EC Competition Policy. The
Commission and Trademarks

"9 1990 OJ L 351148 recital 11

(
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particular importance. As already mentioned before, more specific regulations exist for pat
ents and know-how, and therefore for lack of specific legislation in the field of copyright

. law, many conclusions must be drawn from those areas. The Commission has published an
announcemene80181 •concerning the application of the Competition Rules on copyright li
cense agreements. The Commission indicated that it will follow similar rules as they have
already become common practicein patentIicense agreements.

:-··-------~~~-~TUiie~proJjlem-iliisesffijmtfi~TacnffiicsoftWare-is~generallrunderstood-to~-be-a-tangible

. product which can be sold in the form ofdiskettes and manuals, and on the other hand is an
intangible entity with rights attached to it which can be enforced by the copyright owner.
Similarly as with respect to patent license agreements, also software licensing or distribution
agreements usually contain exclusivity clauses and other limitations which are anti
competitive. Mere distribution agreements covering mass produced low-price products, if
such software lacks copyright, can impose fewer restrictions than software protected under
copyright law which is licensed to an end-user. In such a case the control oftile exploitation
ofthe work is a prerequisite for the licensor to generate revenues.

Block exemption could be taken into consideration only if

-a program is patentable under natioual or European lawsl82 (Regulation No. 2349/84)
-the agreement is not a pure software license, so that it could be exempted as know how
license under the Technology Regulation!83

-regulations concerning exclusive distribution like 1983/83 and 1984/83 are applicable;
this requires that tbere must be a case ofdistnbution of "goods", and these goods must
be distributed for resale as opposed to the sale to end-users.

As regards the applicability of the GER (fechnology) on the one hand and the GER
1983/83 and 1984/83 on distribution agreements on the other hand, it should be noted that
only if the licensee also manufactures and not only distributes, the GER (Technology) is ap
plicablel84

• Specific problems may arise in case were no contractual license is concluded
between the copyright owner and the licensee, because e.g. the relationship is limited to a
"shrink-wrap" agreement· which includes restrictive clauses like the. prohibition of sub
licenses. The European Commission could be of the opinion that such a restriction may not
be necessary for the exercise of the copyright in the program. Observations on individual
clauses will therefore be made hereafter.

180 OJ 1982, p. 33

181 See 121h Report on Competition Policy (1982), 73 note 88; Gutuso, Les Droits de
Propriete Intellectuelle et les Regles de Conmrreoce, in Demaret, La Pratection de la
Propriere Intellectuelle. Aspects Juridiques Europeens et Intemationaux, 1989, at 131,
159; Korah, An InrrodJ.letory Guide to EC Competition Law and Practice, 1990, at 179

182 See Kolle, Patentability of SojIware-Reloted Inventions in Europe, 22 nC660
(1991); Sherman, The Patentability qf Computer-Reloted Inventions in the United King
dom and the European Patent OjJice, (1991) EIPR 85, and Geissler, The Patentability qf
Computer Software at the EPO at part 1, 3311; for software protection under German
patent law cf. Raubenheimer, Computer Law in Germany, below part n, 3.2.1

183 See Pageuberg/Geissler, license Agreements, p. 542 et seq. notes 30 et seq., 49 et
seq.

184 Recital 8 GER (Technology).
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Unlike patent law where the ownership of a patent can be originally documented by the
presentation of the letters patent as well as by inspection ofthe patent register, copyrights in
Europe are not registered so that a verification ofthe ownership of the right can be difficult.
It will primarily be the task ofthe licensor to detennine and finally to prove whether he has
significant rights to use and in particular a right to sublicense. The off-the-shelf software
(mass software) in the form of standardized user programs is often bought separately, and
the contract form is usually a sales contract. Since the purchase of software has become an

·~~-~=~·"ie'vetY"aa)TjjusIfiess,"irisfrequentlY~(jverlooked-thatthebuyer-doesnotpurchase-an-unlimited--~---~--

right ofuse185
•

This applies not only with respect to the license conditions submitted by the seller with the
software, but limitations also arise by law. Ifthe software is copyright-protected, then its use
is vastly limited in particular in prohibiting copying and distributing. From national copy
right law the right for a tenitorial, time-wise or subject matter limitation of the use follows,
which is also used in conjunction with off-the-shelf software so that only a back-up copy is
permitted and the multiple use within one company is thus not permitted. Specific provi
sions are found for the use in a network for which the seller ofthe software usually requests
additional license fees.

The various fact patterns to be regulated follow from the highlights of the applicable provi
sions of the law, thus the assignment of use rights in know-how and copyrights for the de
velopment of special programs on the one hand and mere software supply to a user with
limitations ofthe scope ofuse on the other hand. The different contractual provisions neces
sitate considering different antitrust law issues, because the classical limitations in compe
tition, such as exclusivity, tenitoriallimitation, limitation of use to a specific technical field,
etc. are important in the field of a software license. Most issues of contract clauses have
been dealt with in the COntext of patent law and the different group exemption regulations
above. Only special questions ofsoftware licenses are therefore discUssed hereafter.

(2) Individual contract clauses

(i) No-contest clause - Existence ofcopyright protection

Ifthe software is protected by copyright, then provisions limiting the competition as they are
contained in most license agreements are permissible. Unlike a patent license agreement in
which the patentability of the patent is examined by the Patent Office, the examination for
copyrightability ofprograms is up to the parties of the contract. Generally at the time of en
tering into the software agreement the parties will assume that the software is copyright
protected since it is generally the individual character of a program which creates the inter
est in licensing. Whether the software as a whole or individual portions are copyright protec
ted is a legal question which will ultimately be determined by the courts. They have so far
provided case law criteria which may provide some indications (see country reports...).

In patent law, the recognition of the work quality ofthe licensed software corresponds to a
non-challenge-clause. In the former GER (patents) such a clause has been declared to be in
admissible by the EC Commission186 and this view has also been confirmed by the Euro
pean Court ofJustice187

• In the GER (Technology) the no-contest clause is not considered to

185 However, the resale of a copy lawfully sold cannot be prohibited under the Software
Directive, Art. 4(ct

186 See Art. 3 (1) of the GER (Patents).

187 See ECl 17 IIC 362 (1986) - Windswjing InJemational.
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be a black clause anymore. The Regulation provides an exemption for this restrictive clause
in Art. 4 No. 2b if the commission is notified and does not oppose the exemption within a
period offour months.

Whether this will also be applicable to the recognition of the work quality in software li
cense agreements has so far not been decided. Some authors are of the opinion that at least
the recognition of the copyrightability by the licensee must be permissible. In cpntrast to the

.. ·Pll.terit-"lllonopoly", however, c6pyrightIaw doesl1.ot provide an absolute legal position. A
software program with essentially identical technical functions and the same. field of use
which has been created by a third party independently does not fall into the "scope of pro
tection" of an earlier created program. The author is essentially protected only against the
use, particularly the copying of his work. The recognition ofthe work quality thus does not
enhance a right to exclude and is therefore not recommended188.

(Ii) Confidentiality obligation - Know-howproteetion

Source codes and the comments are generally kept confidential by every software devel
oper. Thus"they fulfill one essential prerequisite in order to qualifY as "know-how" in the
sense of the OER (Technologyi89. The disclosure of this confidential information and the
permission ofits use are therefore to be viewed as the licensing ofknow-how in the sense of
the OER. Thus this know-how is worthy of.protection, I.e. its utilization can be conveyed

'contraetoally in a limited fashion and particularly can be protected by confidentiality provi
...... sions against passing on and publication.

There should be no concern about the admissibility ofsuch an obligation. Since no monop
....• oly pressure is exercised for such an obligation and since the European Commission has also

.3,·,cindicated the admissibiIi~ of the confidentiality obligation for know-how agreements even
..'·>witbout time limitations[ ,. objections are not to be expected on this point. Although specific

... license agreements in the field ofsoftware may contain also know-how which would qualifY
as subject matter under the former OER (Know-how) and now under. the OER (fechnology
Transfer Agreements)[91, this is notthe case where in reality a copyright license was intend
ed. Ifalso no other ofthe exemption regulations is applicable, the contract needs a negative
clearance or individual exemption depending on the circumstances.

(iii) Territorial limitation - Exclusivity

In the case of copyrights and also in conjunction with know-how there is.no. territorially
limited protection from which the contract territory would readily result.
Licensors and licensees often have an interest to grant and have granted territorial exclusiv
ity, which in the EU has the immediate effect of the applicability of the competition rules.
By the license a bundle of national copyrights is granted, if the license covers several coun
tries. For the ED the licensor is able to promise not to grant a further license to a third party,

188 See PagenbergiGeissIer, License Agreements,p.536 et seq. notes 21 et .seq. wi1h
further references.

[898ee Art. 10 No.1 OER (Tecbnology Transfer Agreements).

190 See ORR (Technology) Art. 2 (1) No.1.

[9, See PagenbergiGeissler, License Agreements, page 539, note 23 et seq.; 541, note
28 etseq.
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however, an absolute tenitorial protection in favor of the licensee cannot be guaranteed,
since this would violate the principle ofthe free flow ofgoods under Art. 28 EC Treaty192.

The ECJ has explained in a number of decisions193 that an export prohibition in a license
contract covering several EU countries constitutes a violation of Art. 8LEC Treaty and is
even subject to fines which the Commission has already imposed on a number ofoccasions.
An export provision is therefore also regarded as one ofthe black clauses ofthe exemption

_... reglJlatiollS,e;g;inArticle3(3}GER(Patents), where only a five year period is exempted. 
Software license agreements for which no exemption regulation exists, would always need
an individual exemption ifan export prohibition is included.

-For the tenitory of the European Union it must be noted that an absolute tenitorial protec
tion can be guaranteed neither in favor of the licensee nor the licensor since this would vio
late the principle of the free flow of goods under Art. 28 EC Treaty194195. A protection
against other licensees does not appear to be necessary because. the head-start of licensee
and in addition the language borders for the software make an effective competition from
other EU countries unlikelyl96.

(iv) Scope ofthe license

The license grant relates both to the software protected by copyright as it is for example re
alized in the form of disks, and to the confidential know-how which exists in additional in
formation, in particular in the disclosure ofthe source code with comments. Thus on the one
hand the rules of the European Commission fur treating industrial property rights become
applicable, Art. 28, 36 and 85 -EC Treaty, and on the other hand under certain conditions
also the exemption possibilities under the GER (Technology) are made accessible. In con
trast to a patent which gives licensor and the exclusive licensee an absolute right and which
can, ifnecessary also be enforced against the contract partner by way ofpatent infringement
litigation, the ownership and transfer of know-how only provides a contractual position
which is enlarged however if one assumes copyright protection in the case of an exclusive
right to use. An exclusive license or respectively a sole license is also covered by Art. 30 EC
Treaty on the basis ofcopyright law.

(v) Term ofthe Agreement

Due to the complex nature of the contract between copyright agreement and know-how
agreement one has to consider the GER (Technology) in conjunction with the duration of
the agreement which for a ten year duration automatically exempts certain clausesl97

• If the

192 See for Patent Law ECJ 17 IIC 362, (1986) - Windsurfing International.

193 For the admissibility and enforceability of an exclusivity clause in a copyright con
tract see ECJ 14 IIC 405 (1983)- Le BOUJ:her (Coditel).

194 See for patent law ECJ 17 IIC 362 (1986) - Windsurfing International.

195 For a protection of the licensee against import of the products of the licensor see
European Commission decision in Mitchell Cotts/Sojiltra 1987 OJ L 41: admissibility of
a production and import prohibition for 10 years.

196 For the admissibility of a prolnbition of active marketing for the duration of five
years, see GER (Technology) Art. I (I) 6 in conjunctionwith Art. I (3).

197 See Art. I (2) GER (Technology).
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licensee is interested in a time-wise farther-reaching protection ofconfidentiality, a notifica
tion with the Commission should be made by precaution. Limitations, if any, thus result
with respect to the duration, because the. protectability of the know-how depends on its se
cret character. When the know-how becomes public knowledge, all clauses limiting compe
tition in a pure know-how agreement become void, a fact that cannot be predicted time-wise
when entering into the agreement. This also applies to the royalty payment obligation198

•

This evahiatiorialready follows from the fact that the disclosure of disassembled programs
by third parties is subject to a significant uncertainty relating to propriety and completeness,
not to speak ofthe lack ofcomments from the author. A complete disclosure ofthe licensed
secretknowledge is not, therefore, generally to be found in such cases. One must, however,
consider the fact that the exemption under the GER (Technology) is tied to the secret char
acter, the apparent lack of which removes the exemption. This could result in the necessity
ofa negative clearance or an exemption under Art. 81(3) EU-Treaty.

(vi) Prohibition of the Grant ofSublicense

The prohibition of the grant of a sublicense should norrnallybe regarded as admissible for
the same reason as mentioned before, namely that the copyright owner has a right to proper
compensation which he should be able to control in order to avoid misusel99

• A sub-license
restriction has also been regarded as admissible in Art. 2 (2) GER (Technology).

More specific clauses often included in license contracts for software shall.be enumerated
";;."hereafte~oo.

(viii) Tying Clause.

.. Any obligation to purchase hardware together with specific software (or vice versa) would
., .~: tio longer be regarded as unlawful PteI' se, even if there is no technical necessity to ensure a

..·satisfactory use of the combination 01. The prohibition of~ing is one of the misuse clauses
which are expressly enumerated in Art. 81 (1) EC Treaty 02. Tying is of particular impor
tance also with respect to maintenance clauses. How far maintenance clauses can restrict the
freedom of the licensee would however depend on the circumstances ofthecase203

• Art. 81
(l) EC Treaty would therefore be applicable ifthe maintenance by the licensor is not neces
sary for the proper functioning, Art. 4 (2) a. GER (Technology).

(ix) Prohibition to Make Back-up Copies and to Examine the Program

lOB See Art. 2(7): a payment period of another 1hree yeat'S after the publication would
still be admissible.

199 Cf. the corresponding mle in Art. 2 (5) GER (Technology Transfer Agreements).

200 For a general survey on specific software clauses see Powell, The Compmer Lawyer,
Expertise no. 145, 412, 417 (1991); for the general enforceability of copyright in soft
ware agreernenls see A. Bertrand, Le Droit d'AuJeW" et les Droits Voisins. Paris 1991. p.
536.

WI Cf. GER (Technology) Art. 3 (2)a).

202 With respect to a tying clause cf. the limitation in Art. 2 of the GER (Technology).

2JJ3 Cf. Powell The Compmer Lawyer. Expertise 110. 145 page 420 note 45 (1991).
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Art. 5 of the Directive provides a broad authorization in favor of the user of a program to
examine the functioning of the program (''black box analysis'') and to make back-up copies
for the proper use ofthe program. All·clauses in existing licensing contracts which are con
trary to this rule have to be adjusted to the Directive.

(x) Prohibition ofDe-compilation and Reverse Engineering

....... Such a·cla.use is often found in software agreements which were concluded before the issu
ance· of the Directive204. Reverse engineering, black box analysis and de-compilation are
now authorized under certain conditions according to Art. 6 (I) and 6 (2) of the Directive.
The grimary reason for this rule was to grant access to the interfaces ofhardware configura
tions os. Art. 6 must be regarded as lex speciaUs in the context of a software license, so that
the licensee is entitled to de-compilation for the pnrposes described in the Directive, namely
to obtain information necessary to achieve theinteroperability of an independently created
program. It is for the copyright owner to decide whether he wants to grant such a license,
and for the licensee to use the legal means offered by the Directive and to stay within its
limits. This means that for the pnrpose of creating interoperable programs ("interoperability
with other programs") the de-compilation cannot be prohibited.

On the basis of Art. 9 (I) of the Directive it must be presumed that any prohibition of de
compilation in a license contract will in the future be regarded as void and could even be re
garded as a violation ofthe Be Competition Rules with the possibility of a fine. It is argned
that a prohibition ofde-compilation cannot even be justified by a protection ofother indus
trial property rights, like trade secrets or know-how. It is therefOre recommendable to pro
vide for such a possibility and a clear definition in the license contract and eventoally to
modii)' agreements which have been concluded before I January 1993.

In the explanatory notes ofthe original draft of the Directive the Commission gave an
evaluation ofthe relationship between the planned Directive and the competition rules ofthe
Treaty206. The Commission has come back to the distinction of the Court ofJustice between
the existence and the exercise of industrial property rights. According to the Commission,
each extension by a contract of the rights in question or any prohibition of the use of such
rights which is not expressly reserved for the right owner may constitnte a violation of the
competition rules. The same would be true for any abuse ofa dominant position under Art.
82 EC Treaty.

An abtise of the right ofreverse engineering must however be assumed, if a progmrn is dis
sembled and afterwards published in a computer journal in order to increase its reader
ship207. As a general rule one can assume that the mere access to the progmrn cannot be pro
hibited for somebody who wishes to write an independent but compatible program to the
progmrn concerned. A dominant manufacturer of computer software is therefore normally
obliged to provide the necessary information with respect to interfaces in order to allow
other software developers to write a program which functions in the same way as the one of
the dominant manufacturer. The control of interfaces, according to the EC Commission,
could lead to an important distortion ofcompetition, since the market depends on such in-

204 Cf. Pagenberg/Geissler, License Agreements, p. 6 note 34 et seq.

205 See Bay, 9 1993 Computer Law and Practice, 376, 181

206 O.J. No. C 91/16 of 12 April 1989

1!J1 See Lehmann, The New Contract Under European and German Copyright Law-Sale and Li
censing ofCompZlJer Programs, 25 IIC 39 (1994).
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fonnation for the development of competing products. One must add that a clause which
prohibits the dercompilation, but nevertheless is in conformity with Art. 6 of the Directive,
might still be examined under Art 81 (l), ifthe restriction goes beyond a reasonable protec
tion ofthe program in question.

(XI) Prohibition ofModification and AdaptatiQn

. This clause is deillt with in Art: 4 (a)and 5 (l) of the Directive. Although the copyright
owner must have an interest to prohibit the copying ofms program and therefore to limit ad
aptations and modifications which are ofa minor nature, it would go beyond his copyright if
he can enjoin the adaptation of a program by the licenseeJor his own purpose. Also the re
quirement that modifications can only be made by the copyright owner would exceed the
exercise ofthe right.

The solution found by the Commission is similar to the white clauses in exewptionregula
tions with respect to tying: ifthe use of the products or services of the right holder is neces
sary for the proper functioning of the product in question, like the maintenance service of
the program, this should be allowed208. Therefore, what Art. 5 (1) provides, namely that the
correction of errors must be allowed and that also the loading within the frame ofproper use
ofthe program should not be prohibited, is self-evident.

"(xii) Use Restriction

<>Asitelnetwork license which limits the use ofthe software to one CPU or a specified net-
work is legal and enforceable, since it constitutes a possibility to calculate royalties209. The
combination of a use restriction clause with a specified hardware purchase or use supplied
.by the .licensor would however be regarded as unlawful as 11 tying arrangement under Art.
81 (1)(e)210. The general admissibilityofa use restriction would also be endangered, if the

c use restriction excludes the port or upgrading of the program in case of the exchange of the
hardware configuration. The copyright owner has ofcourse an interest that the quality ofhis
program and thereby his reputation is not endangered aud that through the change of hard
ware the extent of use remains under his control. For the same reason a modification of the
software environment, e.g. the use offloating software should be subject to the authorization
ofthe licensor.

Such a clause can be regarded as a means to insure the proper payment of royalties due for
the specific use ofthe program in order to avoid a multiple use without the authorization of
the copyright owne?ll. It therefore belongs to the existence ofthe copyright and would only
constitute an abuse if the software in question is generally sold without limitation to a cer
tain capacity ofa machine or if the clause is further linked to hardware of the software sup
plier and this is not based on technical requirements. Use restrictions in the copyright field

2lJ8 Art. 5 of the Directive; for more details see below pan II: Raubenheimer, Computer Law in
Gemumy, 2.6.3.3, 3.1.5.2, 3.1.7 with detailedrefereoces, lebmann, The New Software
ContrlUt Under European and German CopyrighJ Law - Sale and Licensing qf Computer
Programs, 25 IIC 39 (1994).

2lJ9 Cf. for similar situations ECJ (1980) ECR 881 - COOte1 I and ECJ (1982) ECR 3381 - COOte1
II

210 See Bay, 9 Computer Law and Practice, 176, 180

211 See the Fourth Report of the EC Commission on Competition Policy, p. 20, as well as Art. 2
(8) GER (fechno1ogy).
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are also generally possible and lawful which can be shown by the distinction made by the
ECJ between sales rights and renting rights with respect to videns21!.

(xiii) Maintenance

Art. 8 (I) of the Directive intends to allow the normal maintenance work which consists
primarily in the correction of faults and errors, however not in upgrading work which re-
quires the IIlleralionofthe original progra111. The activities which do not need authorization
of the right holder are listed in Art. 5, but one must assume that even restrictive clauses
within Art. 4 and 5 will be examined closely by the Commission for their reasonllbleness.
Such examination would be based on the question whether the clause is necessmy for the
"intended purpose" ofthe software.

IV. Art. 82 - Abnse ofa dominant position

Criteria for the detennination of a dominant position are the mllrket share and. factors like
the technological lead ofanundertllking and the absence ofpotential competitors213

•

Violations under Art. 82 concern the imposition ofunfair purchase or selling prices, clauses
limiting production or distribution, the application of dissimilar conditions to equivalent
transactions or the imposition of obligations and duties which have no connection with the
purpose of the agreement. Another typical case should also be mentioned, namely the re
fusal of a manufactorer to accept a distributor asa member of a selective distribution net
work if such dealer fulfills all criteria laid down in the selective distribution agreement. On
the other· hand, the mere·existence of price differentials· for specific. computer products,
within and outside the European Union cannot as such be regarded as. an abuse under Art.
82. Higher distribution costs especially with respect to language adaptations and the smlll1er
mllrkets in Europe cannot be compared with a distribution situationin the US214

•..•

The ECJ has repeatedly underlined that an libuse of a dominant position refers not only to
practices which may directly prejudice consumers but also covers conduct which causes in
direct prejUdice by adversely affecting the structure of effective competition, such as the
granting of refunds or fidelity rebates. Elements which tend to show that the company in
question plays the role of the price leader are also considered in this context. In the
Hofiinann-LaRoche case the ECJ has also taken into account that the company was capable
to preclude any attempt ofcompetition due to its excellent distribution and marketing orga
uization.

In spite of heavy competition in both areas of hardware and software, the Commission con
sidered in Computer Land that already a market share of 3 to 4 % was significant215

• Since
an abuse under Art. 82 requires a dominant position it mostly comes back to the definition
of the relevant market where the Commission .now seems to take a more lenient approach.
The fast product development as well as price cuts which are daily events in this field are
certainly elements which speak against market power of even the biggest manufacturers on

212 See ECJ, 1988 ECR 2605 - Warner Brothers; ECJ 1985 ECR 2605 - CinetJzeque.

213 EO of 13 February 1979 - 10 IIC 608 (1979) - Hojfmann-LaRoche.

214 Cf. also the legal and economic considerations by Bay, 9 1993 Computer Law and Practice
176, 187 et seq.

21, Europeao Commission 1987 OJ L 222/12 - Computer Land
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the market. This is not contradicted by the fact that the financial and research barriers for
this market are substantial2!6.

An important question has been decided by the CFI of the ECJ, namely the rela
tionship between Art. 81 and 86, more particularly, whether an exemption granted
under Art. 81 (3) precludes measures of the Commission under Art. 82. The Court
the acquisition have the effect of hindering the entry of new competitors and
t1lel'eby wellken cOlllpetition2

!7.

In an English case2
!8 the so-called Euro-defenses were an issue, namely defenses based on

competition law in e.g. patent infringement actions. Judge Laddie refused to hear a number
ofthose defenses, e.g. breach of a dominant position, since the patent owner is not required
to grant a license on fair and reasonable terms, except in very extreme cases like the Magill
case.

216 See Bay, 9 1993 Computer Law and Practice 176, 185 (1993): one must reckon between 5 and
10 Mio Dollars for marketing a new software product.

217 CFI 2211C 219, 225 (1991) - Tetra Pak

218 Philips Electronics NY v. Ingman Ltd
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